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W e’re pleased to bring 
you pictures of Cheryl 
Fernandez-Versini (or, 

as we’ve always called her, Cheryl 
Cole) looking back to her absolute 
best in this week’s issue.

From the glamour of the red 
carpet at Cannes Film festival  
(on page 47) to this more laid-back 
style, which she wore out in west 
London on Friday, the old Chezza 
we know and love is back!

These new pictures are a world 
away from the fragile figure she 
cut in the dying days of marriage 
number two.

Much has been written about 
her new love affair with One 
Direction’s Liam Payne, and  
it’s clear that Cheryl – whose  
weight appears to fluctuate with 
her emotions – is in a pretty great 
place right now (see page 10).

And as we told you here first, 
Cheryl confirmed on Friday that 
she and Liam are cooking up 
healthy feasts together – even  
using Jamie Oliver’s cookbooks  
for guidance!

She also spoke to telly chef 
Jamie about her favourite roast 
beef dinners as part of his Food 
Revolution campaign, to encourage 
healthy eating in children.

YOU’VE 
COME A 

LONG WAY, 
CHERYL!

Blac’s big on 
a right royal 
wedding...32

The celebs 
who dare  
to bare all 
in bikinis

38

... and Michelle 
slips back into 
bridal bliss!12

wow
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We love her 
geeky specs!

The beauty on  
Friday taking a trip 
to Jamie’s Italian in 
Westfield, London



As Kerry Katona 
is slammed for 

‘being drunk 
on stage’ 

and making 
inappropriate 

jokes about 
her kids, Brian 

McFadden’s 
family steps in 

to support  
his ex-wife

W ith her estranged husband 
George Kay’s assault trial 
looming, it’s no wonder that 
Kerry Katona was keen to 

escape the UK for a holiday in the sun.
But what was supposed to be a relaxing 

break turned into a nightmare for the 
mum-of-five, after she was accused of 
causing a drunken scene in a packed  
Gran Canaria nightclub.

Making a personal appearance at the 
Spanish resort’s Sparkles Show Bar for a 
gay Pride event, Kerry, 35, downed drinks 
on stage, before making ill-judged jokes. 

‘Is everybody pi**ed?’ she asked the 
crowd. ‘I’m pi**ed. I just pi**ed myself.’

Referencing her break-up and impending 
divorce from troubled ex George, 36, the 
three-times married mum added, ‘So 
you’re all on holiday, you’re all in love, 
everyone’s great and married and I’m 
getting another divorce. I’m thinking  
about turning lesbian. Any takers?’

The reality TV star quickly turned the air 

BRIAN’S 

4 reveal.co.uk

Kerry’s holibob in 
the sun went wrong

STRI
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blue after pointing at her crotch, saying, 
‘The thing with me is, it takes all my time 
to find my own, let alone somebody else’s.’

After telling revellers she was going 
to cry, she continued, ‘As long as you 
surround yourself with good people –  
and my kids are my everything, and  
I don’t even like kids.

‘It doesn’t matter who their dads are,  
you all f**k up once in a while – believe  
me, I know.’

SOCIAL MEDIA STORM 
Kerry’s ‘awkward’ appearance was met 
with criticism from some of the audience. 
One person told a newspaper, ‘It was a car 
crash moment watching Kerry on stage.

‘She’d clearly had a skinful. It was 
awkward watching her – I was doing  
so through my fingers.’

The Atomic Kitten singer was quickly 
condemned online for her ‘crass’ remarks.

‘Joke or no joke, comments like this  
will devastate her children,’ said one  

critic, while another added, ‘Actually,  
it is quite a concern, she does seem to  
be “car crashing”.’ 

The next day, Kerry was spotted looking 
sombre, as our exclusive pictures show. 
Clearly upset by the backlash against her, 
she took to Twitter to defend herself.

She claimed the entire audience had  
an ‘amazing time’, explaining, ‘It was  
just a little stand-up comedy, poking  
fun at myself.

‘Everybody was having a great time  
and I was not slurring my words!’

She also retweeted fans who had stood 
up for her online. ‘Anyone with a brain cell 
can see it was a harmless comedy routine!’ 
wrote one fan, while Kez also retweeted 
another who wrote, ‘People need to pipe 
down and take a joke. She was brilliant.’

She also had the backing of Ross 
Alexander, who booked Kerry to appear 
at the event, and who said she was ‘utterly 
professional and she will be booked again.’

Luckily, she had the support of her  

ex-husband, former Westlife singer Brian 
McFadden, 36, too. 

Until late last year, the pair hadn’t spoken 
since their divorce in 2006, despite having 
two children – Molly, 14, and Lilly-Sue, 
13 – together. He supported her after her 
marriage break-up with George, telling 
Reveal at the end of last year, ‘I’ll always 
be there for Kerry.’

Now, Brian’s mum, Mairead McFadden, 
has stepped in to defend her ex-daughter-
in-law, blasting the Facebook haters. 

‘Get a life of your own and let Kerry 
carry on doing the thing she does best, 
and that is trying to look after her five 
kids,’ she raged. 

Kerry replied, ‘Thank you xxx.’
The latest holiday drama comes at  

a bad time. Kerry recently admitted 
she was ‘mortified’ after being filmed 
drunkenly rolling around on the tarmac 
with her trousers around her ankles at 
Gran Canaria Airport in March.

Joel Cooper

EXCLUSIVE

PICTURES

FAMILY RALLY ROUND

 celebs

And relax… Kerry 
zones out the haters

Brian’s family 
rushed to his 
ex’s defence
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CKEN KERRY
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After endless trolling about son 
Harvey’s conditions, Katie Price 
invited her eldest to join her live 
on ITV’s Loose Women last week, 

turning down the offer to pre-record so  
the world could ‘see the real Harvey’.

With Prader-Willi syndrome, ADHD  
and autism, her 13-year-old boy is often  
a target for cruel internet taunts, and Katie 
explained, ‘It’s important to me for people 
to see how vulnerable he is, how much  
I love him and how I’m not stopping  
when it comes to the issue of trolling.’

She then turned to her first-born  
and asked him what he would say to  
people who were mean to him. His  
response? ‘Hello, you c***.’

Some naysayers weren’t happy with the 
C-bomb and claimed that Katie, 37, was 
using her son as her next publicity stunt.

For most, though, Harvey’s simple and 
naïve annihilation of the nameless trolls 
won over the nation, and many cheered 

From lads’ mag staple to anti-bullying 
campaigner… proud mum Katie Price’s life 
has been totally transformed, thanks to the 
love she has for her eldest child Harvey…

Katie’s bold move. 
One fan called 

her ‘a role model’, 
while Piers Morgan 
applauded Katie 
on Twitter, ‘Trolls –
read, learn, STOP.’

The mum-of-five 
followed up her TV 
appearance with 
this poignant message, ‘Life will be full  
of ups and downs. It will be one tough 
ride. But your love for your child will be 
the anchor that will see you through it all.’

Since the days of Jordan, Katie has 
become an ambassador for anti-bullying 
campaigns and is keen to help other people 
who have children with disabilities.

THE PARTY DAYS
When she first hit our radar in the late 90s, 
Katie was known for one thing… flashing 
her surgically-enhanced flesh as a Page 3 

favourite for The Sun newspaper. Soon, 
she was attending every party, wearing 
increasingly less each time, and generally 
appearing to be on a mission to snare  
a famous other half.

She was linked to footballer Teddy 
Sheringham, hooked up with Gladiators’ 
Warren Furman (aka Ace) and dated 
boyband Another Level’s Dane Bowers 
before meeting Manchester United  
player Dwight Yorke. She fell pregnant,  
but he ended things. And when Harvey was 
born, in 2002, Dwight disputed paternity, 

Harvey shocked 
LW viewers (and 
the nation!) with 
his C-bomb

Glamour girl Jordan  
is a world away from 
the Katie of today

I’LL NEVER STOP
FIGHTING FOR 
HARVEY
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until a DNA test proved otherwise.
This March, Katie admitted that she 

would have considered abortion had she 
known about Harvey’s blindness. He also 
suffers from a growth hormone deficiency, 
Prader-Willi syndrome – a genetic disorder 
meaning he’s prone to over-eating and 
obesity – as well as autism and ADHD.

However, Katie cherishes how much  
she has learnt from raising Harvey  
and added, ‘If I got pregnant again and 
they said [the child] had disabilities, I’d 
keep it. I’d adopt a child with disabilities.’

ROMANCE ROLLER COASTERS
In 2004, Katie appeared on reality  
TV show I’m A Celebrity... Get Me Out  
Of Here, and the sparks flew between  

her and singer Peter Andre. From then  
on, Katie’s celebrity status was sealed.  
She married Pete in 2005 and they had 
Junior, 10, and eight-year-old Princess 
together. Their every move was followed 
by reality TV cameras, and their volatile 
relationship kept them in the public eye.

Their split in 2009 came as a shock  
to Katie, above all, and she soon spiralled 
into more late nights and flash-in-the-
pan romances. She married cage-fighting 
cross-dresser Alex Reid in 2010, the  
union lasting just one year; got engaged  
to Argentinian model Leandro Penna  
in 2012; and finally settled down with 
former stripper Kieran Hayler in 2013.

Their romance, too, hasn’t been without 
its ups and downs. Who could forget the 

headlines when Kieran’s affair with two  
of Katie’s close friends was uncovered? 

But, more recently, things have begun  
to calm down for Katie. Kieran sought 
help for sex addiction, she moved her 
family out of the home that reminded  
her of his affairs, they have settled into 
family life on a working farm and are 
proud parents to son Jett, two, and  
one-year-old daughter Bunny.

‘I’M THE LIONESS’
What’s more, Katie has moved away 
from party-loving Jordan – who many 
looked down on back in the day – 
deciding to use her considerable fame, 
fortune and business savvy for good. 

After Katie came across offensive 
pictures and comments targeted at 
Harvey earlier this year, she vowed  
to unmask the vile cyber bullies. She 
promised to never stop fighting for her 
son, saying, ‘When it becomes about my 
son, I will always run to defend him.’

She’s launched a campaign to stop 
cyber bullying with Loose Women, 
and has been on a mission to educate 
people about disability. 

When Frankie Boyle made Harvey 
the butt of his jokes during a TV gig  
in 2010, Katie invited the comedian  

to spend time with her son – an invite 
that was never accepted.

As for her eldest boy, he’s come on in 
leaps and bounds, thanks to the nurture 
and encouragement of his loving mum. 
Katie’s brother, Danny, once said, ‘It’s 
remarkable how much progress he has 
made, given how low expectations were  
for him when he was born. We didn’t  
think he’d ever be able to say “Mum”.’

While Katie’s the first to admit that  
it’s not been easy – ‘No one will give 
anything to you unless you fight for  
it. We had to go to a tribunal, because  
I didn’t want to put [Harvey] in a s**t 
school’ – her boy is a credit to her.

And as Katie says, ‘I’m the mother.  
I deal with it. I’m the lioness and  
they’re my cubs.’

Hannah Doyle

Katie fiercely defends 
her first-born against 
the ignorance of bullies

Protective ‘lioness’ 
Pricey with ‘cubs’  
Jett and Harvey
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Dwight (L) is 
Harvey’s dad, 
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Ferne McCann is a mix of 
excitement and nerves 
right now, and we can’t 
blame her. The reality-

TV-star-turned-presenter 
launched her autobiography 
last week, and she’s got more 
than a few juicy stories to share!

Ferne, 25, tells us, ‘You’re 
opening yourself up to a lot of 
people and it’s definitely nerve-
racking. But I’m really proud  
of the book.

‘I know I’m blowing my own 
trumpet, but it’s funny and  
I think a lot of people are going  
to relate to it.’

In Cross My Heart, Ferne lifts the lid 
on her life so far, from hair colourist 
to TOWIE, her time in the I’m A 
Celebrity… jungle and that affair with 
Russell Brand – she even had to warn 
her exes that the book was coming out!

We’re not surprised. Ferne and 
Charlie Sims split in 2015 and, though 
they remain close, in the book, Ferne 
says he was ‘never enough’ for her. 

‘It’s tough because he was enough, 
more than enough, at the time. But 
I’m sure there will be parts [of the book] 
that he’s not best pleased with,’ she says.

‘If he wrote an autobiography, it would 
be exactly the same. You write about the 
break-ups and the s**t times. I mention 
him again at the end and say he’s a gent.

‘The heartbreak with me and Charlie 
was tough to talk about. He was my first 
love and nothing can take that away. It’s  
a surreal experience, sitting there for 
hours writing down or talking about your 
life. It’s actually quite a gruelling process.’

Ferne dated Essex boy Frank Major post-
Charlie, and was linked to England and 

Hobnobbing in Cannes, bagging 
a movie role… the only thing 
missing from Ferne McCann’s 
fabulous life is a fella, she says

Tottenham Hotspur 
footballer Dele Alli  
– which she denied – earlier this year. Now 
she’s single, but says that having someone 
to come home to would complete her jigsaw.

‘I thought I’d end up with Charlie and 
we’d be living in a little house and probably 
have a kid by now,’ she tells us. ‘I’ll be 26 
this year. When you’re young, you think, 
“Ooh, I’ll have a kid when I’m 25,” and now 
I’m like, “Oh, God, that’s just not for me!”

‘I’m really happy with the situation I’m 
in – I’m single and concentrating on my 
career. I have the most incredible friends 

and family who give me life. I’ve 
recently become an auntie, too.

‘The cherry on top would be  
to fall in love – I’m a sucker for 
love. I’d love to meet someone. 
I’ve had a lot of fun over the  
past year, but I’d love to share  
my life with someone.’

We reckon Ferne’s perfect man 
will be just around the corner. 
But for now, the new book isn’t 
the only exciting thing going on…

She recently partied with the 
superstars at Cannes Film Festival 

and tells us, ‘Cannes was super-glam. You 
can’t really complain when you’re having  
a meeting in the sun at the du Cap [that’s a 
swanky hotel, you guys], sipping on a glass 
of pale rosé, with Kris and Kendall Jenner 
on the table next to you.’

Ferne also found time to bag herself 
an actual movie role during her trip to 
France, and has plans to jet to LA this 
summer for further talks. It’s 
all ‘hush hush’ at the moment, 
but Ferne does have her eye  
on one particular leading 
man. ‘I like Jack O’Connell,’ 
she coos. ‘He’s really talented 
and really sexy.’

Hannah Doyle
Ferne’s autobiography, Cross 
My Heart, is out nowP
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Turning up 
the glam  
in Cannes

Even her school 
photo is gorgeous!

She had a fling with 
Russell last year

REVEAL

SCOOP

CHERRY 
ON THE 
CAKE’

‘A MAN 
WOULD BE THE

Ferne with ‘first  
love’ Charlie Sims
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She’s so loved-up with Liam Payne that Cheryl Fernandez-
Versini is considering becoming a mum… and broody BFF 
Kimberley Walsh wants in on the baby action, too

BABY PACT 
CHERYL AND KIMBERLEY’S

W ith her stunning ball gowns, 
perfectly coiffed hair and 
beautiful make-up, Cheryl 
Fernandez-Versini has 

worked the crowds while at the Cannes 
Film Festival. 

As an ambassador for L’Oréal, she’s 
handled the red carpet like the ultimate 
pro. But the smile on her face tells us that 
there’s more to Cheryl’s glow than just  
a trip to the south of France right now. 

Now we’ve learned that Cheryl, 32, has 
been busy revisiting major plans with her 

best friend Kimberley Walsh.
‘Kimberley and Cheryl 
made a pact to have 

babies together years 
ago, when she was 
married to Ashley 
Cole,’ says our 
source. ‘Cheryl finds 
herself happy and in 
love, so she’s been 
relaxing her diet.  
It sounds like her 
pact with Kimberley 
is back on!’

The singer has 
always wanted a 

family of her own, but 
it’s safe to say that her 
previous relationships 

haven’t paved the way 

for planning families. 
Cheryl’s four-year 
marriage to Ashley was 
dogged with rumours of 
his infidelity. The pair 
finally split in 2010. 

In 2014, she wed French 
nightclub entrepreneur 
Jean-Bernard Fernandez-
Versini after a whirlwind 
three-month romance. 
And, while things looked 
rosy for a time, the couple 
ended their romance late 
last year. 

‘Cheryl’s desire for a 
family had to be put on ice after Ashley, 
and things with JB just weren’t right. She 
lost so much weight through that time,’ 
says our source.

But now she is loved-up with One 
Direction’s Liam Payne, and our source 
adds, ‘With Liam, the proof is in the 
pudding. Cheryl is glowing right now.’

She sure is. And it turns out that 
34-year-old Kimberley, already mum to 
baby Bobby, has reminded her BFF about 
the promise they made all those years ago. 

‘They made a pact to get fat together, and 
Kimberley intends to hold Cheryl to that,’ 
explains our insider. ‘A baby is the missing 
link in Cheryl’s life and now she’s looking 
around and wanting what other people 

have. She has baby envy!’ 
When asked about 

the pregnancy rumours, 
Cheryl’s rep recently told us, 
‘This is a deeply personal 

question and one we refuse to answer.’
As for 22-year-old Liam, friends close to 

the Girls Aloud besties tell us that he’s a 
wise owl, despite his tender years. 

We’re told, ‘Liam is old before his time. 
He’s the mature one in their relationship, 
and as he’s younger, he’ll have the energy 
to handle night feeds.’

Liam’s bandmate Louis Tomlinson is 
loving being a new dad to Freddie Reign, 
which could mean that Liam and Cheryl 
are ready for that next step together. 

The pair looked smitten as they made 
their red carpet debut in Cannes earlier 
this month, with Liam wrapping his arm 
around her waist as they posed for pics. 

It’s not just Cheryl and her pals who 
think Liam could make the perfect baby 
daddy, mum Joan has given Cheryl her  
seal of approval, too.

Liam’s a hit with Cheryl’s 
mates and mum Joan

REVEAL

SCOOP

Cheryl looks radiant at  
the Cannes Film Festival…            … and she’s seen sporting a new 

tattoo, a Buddhist symbol which is 
said to mean ‘path to enlightenment’

10 reveal.co.uk



Meanwhile Cheryl’s ex, Jean-Bernard, has 
been busy enjoying the single life. He 

was spotted partying with Pamela Anderson, 
48, in Cannes, even leaving with the actress. 

Then, last week, it was reported that he could 
be hooking up with Cheryl’s former friend. Awks! 

JB’s been linked to lingerie model Vanessa 
Perroncel, who found notoriety when she 
allegedly hooked up with married John Terry 
after splitting from her footballer boyfriend – 
and father to her son, Jaydon – Wayne Bridge in 
2010. Vanessa has always denied the allegations.

Vanessa and Cheryl were friends when 
Ashley and Wayne played for Chelsea, but 
haven’t even been mentioned in the same 
sentence together since the scandal in 2010. 

Until now, that is! Sources say that Cheryl’s 
estranged hubby is keen on Vanessa, ‘It’s early 
days, but there seems to be something there. 

No doubt it’ll surprise Cheryl to learn the 
romance is with someone she knows.’

JB responded to the rumours saying, 
‘I’m not going out with Vanessa, I’ve 
known her for 10 years, and she has 
a boyfriend. Me and Pamela are 
good friends. She is a great girl.’ 

‘Joan has given Liam the thumbs-up  
and thinks he’s a keeper. She’s hopes that 
he will make a mother out of Cheryl.’

So for now, Cheryl and Kimberley are 
busy pondering how their lives might 
change if they stick to their pact. With her 
son turning two in September, Kimberley’s 
admitted that she loved being pregnant 
and said, ‘I’m quite looking forward to 
doing it again.’

Our insider says that Cheryl, who dotes 
on little Bobby, could soon be ready to give 
motherhood a go. ‘Cheryl’s at a place in her 
career where a baby would work. She’s still 
cautious about it and in no rush, but if ever 
there was a time, then this is it,’ we’re told. 

‘As for Kimberley, she’s done her best not 
to scare Cheryl off motherhood. She thinks 
she would make an amazing mum.’

Hannah Doyle

Cheryl dotes on little 
Bobby and wants  
what Kimberley has

JB enjoys the company 
of Pamela Anderson 
and Vanessa Perroncel
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We couldn’t get enough of Michelle Keegan’s wedding  

to Mark Wright almost a year ago to the day, so we 

were thrilled to see her back in a bridal dress. 

This time, though, it’s just for an acting role. 

The 28-year-old babe was in her native Manchester 

shooting a wedding scene for new BBC drama, Our Girl, in 

which she plays the leading role of Corporal Georgia Lane.

We’re told that Mark, 29, has been in the city with his wife 

while she films and, despite reports their marriage is on  

the rocks, they’re excited to be celebrating their first 

anniversary on May 24. 

An insider tells us, ‘They’re still very much loved-up, and 

have been spending as much time together as possible, even 

if they don’t parade it on social media. Mark is planning 

something really big for their anniversary.’

MICHELLE’S A 
BRIDE AGAIN!

Despite Millie Mackintosh and Hugo Taylor trying to keep 
their romance under wraps, a pic tells a thousand words. 

Millie, 26, who announced her split from husband Professor 
Green, 32, in February, accompanied her ex-flame and former 
MIC co-star Hugo, 29, to his eyewear party in London. 

And not only did she enjoy a PDA with her Chelsea boy, the 
health fanatic had a cheeky puff on a cigarette. Tut tut, Mills! 

A few days later, an onlooker exclusively told us they saw the 
former couple sharing an intimate lunch with friends Caggie 
Dunlop and Spencer Matthews at London’s The Ivy restaurant 
– and there was a lot of synchronised smooching going on!  
The pair have yet to comment on the romance rumours.

POSH’S AMAZING 
B-DAY CAKE
Move over, Mary Berry, 

Victoria Beckham is 
after your job! 

OK, we doubt VB baked it 
herself, but she shared this 
snap of dad, Anthony (with 
mum Jackie), on his birthday.

The amazing cake had an 
iced figure of Anthony on a 
couch, surrounded by his 10 
grandchildren. 

Victoria, 42, captioned the 
pic, ‘Happy birthday to my 
dad. Check out the cake. All 
10 grandchildren!! What a 
celebration! I love you x.’
Posh’s Style Evolution p62

GOING PUBLIC…

Looks like Hugo and 
Millie are an item

Second time 
around? No,  
it’s all an act!
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Warning: major 
body envy  

right here! 
Lucy Watson is 

fit and she knows it, 
posting a video of her 
so effortlessly ‘whipping 
her hair back and forth’ 
to Willow Smith’s  
2011 hit.

The MIC star, 25, who 
wore a white crochet 
two-piece, showed 
off her toned abs and 
glowing complexion  
as she soaked up the  
sun in Bali. 

After a few comments 
that she looked too 
skinny, Lucy defended 
herself, saying, ‘Yes, 
lost a lot of weight since 
becoming vegan. Feel  
so much healthier 
though. And better  
for the animals.’

LUCY’S HOT IN BALI
 celebs

Hollyoaks actress Stephanie Davis and  
Irish model Jeremy McConnell have  

certainly had a roller-coaster romance.
After a whopping five break-ups in just four 

months, cheating rumours and an alleged trip to 
the hospital, which Steph denied – the actress, 23, 
last week threw another curve ball, announcing 
there’s going to be a third addition to the drama. 

In an emotional Twitter rant, Stephanie claimed, 
‘Find out I’m pregnant and he says 
he doesn’t love me any more… Utter 
heartbreak. He won’t be there, only  
for the baby... Not me.’ 

Insiders have also said Stephanie is 
‘100 per cent pregnant after three tests 
and is determined to raise the baby alone.’ 

A representative for Stephanie declined 
to comment. 

She quickly deleted the post, saying 
she’d been admitted to hospital. But, last 
Thursday, she tweeted, ‘#praying #stress 
#hospital #heartlesslyevil’ What’s going on?

IS STEPHANIE
PREGNANT?
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Will Jez be there for 
‘pregnant’ Steph?

Out on the town 
with Jordan Davis

Jez is on a 
Twitter rant…

Making us all breathe  
in… with jealousy!
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 celebs

T he hottest showbiz ticket of the year  
is, without doubt, an all-access pass to  
the über-glam Cannes Film Festival. 

The annual star-studded extravaganza, 
held along the exclusive French Riviera, sees  
a fortnight of champagne swigging, yachts and  
plush parties, attended by the who’s who of the  
Hollywood elite. #DreamVacay.

So we were a little surprised when, fawning over 
pictures of every A-lister from Helen Mirren to 
George Clooney, we spotted The Only Way Is Essex’s 
Chloe Sims mingling with the rich and famous. 

And forget letting her hair down in Sugar Hut 
with a 2 for 1 cocktail, this Brentwood babe has 
spent the past week in serious style – sunning  
herself on super-yachts by day, and attending the  
most exclusive parties at night. 

We’re told her ‘golden ticket’ was courtesy of  
multi-millionaire businessman Robert Tchenguiz, 
55, who Chloe, 33, originally made the acquaintance  
of through his sister. 

Yep, that’d be the older gentleman whose arm 
Chloe has been hanging off all week – when she’s  
not playing BFFs with reality TV matriarch Kris 

Jenner at a designer jewellery party, of course! 
Insiders also tell us that Chloe has had  

a couple of meetings and landed a film role  
for later this year. Oo-er! 

Chloe and Robert, who has previously dated 
supermodel Caprice and was once linked to Princess 
Diana, were spotted kissing at a dinner held by 
swanky watchmakers Chopard last Monday night. 

Chloe’s people insist that her relationship with 
Robert is nothing more than friendly, saying,  
‘They aren’t dating. Chloe is very close to Robert’s 
sister, Lisa, and they are all hanging out.’

But, clearly not receiving the ‘keep it shtum 
memo’, Chloe’s close pal, Ferne McCann,  
seemed to hint they were dating. 

Fresh from her own stint in Cannes, the star  
told us that she’d spent time with Chloe and  
Robert on the Riviera. 

Ferne said, ‘I met Robbie, he was a gentleman  
and very genuine. He seems like a cool guy.  
I don’t think Chloe needs my seal of approval  
but yes, he was nice.’

The cat’s out the bag, Chloe. Time to ’fess up…
Lauren Hill-Roger

From Sugar Hut to super-yachts, Chloe Sims has ditched her TOWIE pals for  
luxury at Cannes Film Festival – even bagging herself a multi-millionaire…

LIVING THE 
DREAM! 

CHLOE’S 

Beats the 498  
to Brentwood!

Chloe’s got a  
spring in her step
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With Kris Jenner... 
as you do!

Chloe cosies 
up to Robert

REVEAL
SAYS

‘No wonder she’s 
al l smiles! Can we 

have an invite t o the 
yacht , t oo?’  

Chloe leaves Robert’s 
yacht looking a  
million dollars

Sealed with 
a kiss!

15reveal.co.uk
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 celebs

they’ve even met each other’s families. 
Chloë told The Edit, Net-A-Porter’s 

digital magazine, that the Beckhams 
are a ‘great family’ who ‘don’t tout  

their money’.
While Chloë, who 

starred in the Kick-
Ass films as Hit-Girl, 
was accepted into 
Brooklyn’s clan with 

open arms, she reveals that her four elder 
brothers are ‘super protective’ of her.

Luckily, Brooklyn has also had the 

Young loves Chloë Grace Moretz and Brooklyn 
Beckham have been turning up the 

PDAs, and we can’t get enough…

Since making their official  
red-carpet debut as a couple 
a fortnight ago, Chloë Grace  
Moretz and Brooklyn  

Beckham have barely left 
each other’s side. 

They first confirmed 
their romance on May 16, 
when David and Victoria’s 
17-year-old son joined 
actress Chloë, 19, at the LA premiere  
of her new film, Bad Neighbours 2.

Wrapping their arms around each other 
(see above), Chloë told 
reporters, ‘It’s real. 
We’re together and 
that’s it!’

Days later, the 
couple stepped out in 
West Hollywood in 
matching trainers. 

Next day, the  
loved-up pair were on 
another date, having 
lunch together in 
LA before visiting a 
tattoo parlour. They 
emerged without new 
inking – phew!

And it seems the 
youngsters are really 
getting serious – 

Out in Beverly 
Hills, the cute 
pair even wear 
matching trainers 

THE NEW ‘IT’ 
COUPLE

‘It’s real. We’re 
together and that’s it’

stamp of approval from her siblings. 
Chloë revealed, ‘When boys come over,  

my brothers answer the door and they’re 
like, “Yo.” All four of them. 

‘They’re big dudes – all over 6ft. It’s  
like, “You mess 
with [Chloë] and 
we will kill you.”  
I love that!’

She added, ‘They 
like Brooklyn, so 
they’re nice to him 
now. Now that I 
have a boyfriend, 
they correspond 
with each other 
secretively. 

‘We were all at 
dinner the other 
night and I caught 
my boyfriend 
texting my brother.’ 

Grace Henry

REVEAL
SAYS

‘We love this ultra-
sweet couple’

I JUST WANNABE WITH YOU
The high-profile teens seem to 
be pretty much inseparable
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Zayn Malik thinks Taylor Swift is 
interfering in his relationship with 
Gigi Hadid, and he’s had enough…

ZAYN TO 

reveal.co.uk18

T hey are BFFs and members of the world’s 
most famous girl squad, but the close 
friendship between Taylor Swift and Gigi 
Hadid isn’t making everyone happy. 

In fact, Gigi’s boyfriend, ex-One Directioner 
Zayn Malik, is convinced that Taylor is muscling in 
on his romance with the model. 

We’re told, ‘Zayn wants Taylor to back off 
and stop trying to influence Gigi about the big 
decisions in their relationship. Taylor has a special 
bond with her and Zayn feels like she’s trying to 
protect Gigi from him, for some reason. 

‘Taylor offers her opinion on everything, from 
whether Gigi should appear in Zayn’s video to if 
they should move in together, and he’s sick of it.’

Yikes! Zayn, 23, and Gigi, 21, started dating last 
December and their romance looks to have gone 
from strength to strength. And it’s only natural for 
girls to tell their besties about a new love, right? 

Wrong, according to Zayn. He feels that Taylor, 
26, has some hidden beef with him, and worries 
that it’s affecting his romance with Gigi. 

‘QUIT THE NEGATIVITY’
So, where does this all come from? Our insider 
continues, ‘Zayn knows Taylor has always been 
cautious about him, because she’s still angry over 
how his ex-bandmate Harry Styles treated her.’

Taylor and Harry, 22, started a three-month 
fling at the end of 2012. Taylor later described it as 
a ‘fragile’ and ‘anxious’ time for her, but could she 
seriously hold a grudge against Zayn for the way 
things panned out with Harry? We doubt it. 

Zayn, however, is convinced that he’s right. 
‘He feels like Taylor is projecting all that 

negativity on to Gigi and making her feel under 
pressure to run everything they do as a couple, 
every big decision they make, past her. 

‘Zayn knows that Taylor is against Gigi moving 
in with him, because she’s worried that he’ll 
start taking her for granted,’ adds our insider.

We’ve also learned that Taylor’s hoping to get 
her best girls together for a summer holiday 
this year, but Zayn’s busy schedule has thrown 
a spanner in the works and it’s causing some 
tension between the BFFs. 

‘Taylor is really trying to get Gigi to go on  
a girlie holiday for a couple of weeks and leave 
the men at home,’ our source continues. 

REVEAL

SCOOP

 ‘BUTT OU
   GIGI ROM
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Zayn wants Gigi  
all to himself



TAYLOR:
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‘But Zayn literally only has two weeks off 
through the whole summer, and he wants to  
make that a special holiday with Gigi this year.

‘When Gigi told Taylor she probably couldn’t 
go on the girls’ break, Taylor told her she needs 
to watch out that Zayn isn’t controlling and 
smothering her. But he thinks that couldn’t be 
further from the truth,’ adds our source.

HE’S GOT PREVIOUS
Let’s face it, though, Taylor has reason to be wary 
of Zayn. His relationship with his former fiancée, 
Little Mix’s Perrie Edwards, 22, was dogged by 
numerous allegations that he’d been unfaithful. 

Plus, Taylor’s boyfriend, DJ and music producer 
Calvin Harris, hasn’t seen eye-to-eye with Zayn 
in the past. They had a Twitter spat last summer 
after Zayn appeared to call out Taylor for not 
putting her music on a streaming service. 

Fuming Calvin, 32, stood up for his lady and 
tweeted Zayn, ‘If u don’t get what it means when 
a successful artist uses their celebrity to benefit 
every other musician and songwriter in the 
industry…stay out of my f***in mentions pls.’

Zayn batted back, ‘You clearly didn’t understand 
what I just said either. So I suggest you calm your 
knickers before them dentures fall out.’

Calm your knickers? Good one, Zayn! Though 
the storm has blown over, last week Gigi publicly 
declared which team she’s on by wearing a T-shirt 
emblazoned with, ‘Lol ur not zany malik.’

Our insider adds, ‘Taylor’s 
always bringing up Zayn’s past 
as a way of warning Gigi to be 
on guard, but Zayn thinks that’s 
totally unfair. He wants Gigi  
to put Taylor back in her box.’

Hannah Doyle

 celebs

UT OF MY 
MANCE!’
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Swifty’s squad: 
besties Gigi and 
model Lily Aldridge 

Taylor and Harry are 
Out Of The Woods 
but memories linger
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lt’s Bobby
Sunning 

it up

The TOWIE star tells it straight – every week!

Kate Moss might be 42, 
but she is still wearing 
the crown when it comes 
to her and her little half-
sister Lottie, 18 – they were 
both looking gorge at the 
Cannes Film Fesival last 
week. There’s no denying 
Lottie’s beauty, but I feel 
Kate is still the queen 
of the runway, and I’m 
not sure Lottie will ever 
quite be able to knock 
her off her throne. I 
thought Kendall Jenner 
also looked seriously 
hot at the festival. The 
models were absolutely 
rocking it this year.

I’m loving Harry Styles’ new 
barnet. Don’t get me wrong,  
I liked that whole rocker vibe, 
but I’m a massive fan of the 
groomed look and I think 
he really suits it! I especially 
love the fact that he did it for 
charity. Besides, I’m sure the 
ladies won’t mind how long his 
hair is – he’ll still be pulling 
left, right and centre!
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Hey guys, so I’m currently on my holibobs in 
Mykonos and I am LOVING LIFE here! My friend, 
Louise, and I have come away for a few cheeky 
days in the sun. It’s my first visit to the island 

and we are having an amazing time. While 
writing this column, I am currently sipping 

strawberry daiquiris.  
Chin-chin! x

 
I heard that Ferne 

McCann has opened up about 
hating her nose and wanting a 
nose job. This isn’t new to anyone 
who knows her, as she mentions it 
a lot. If cosmetic surgery will give a 
person confidence, I’m all for it, but 
I do think subtle is the best option. 

Sometimes you can end up losing 
a bit of 
character 
after a nose 
job – look at 
Jennifer Grey 
(pics left) 
who starred 
in Dirty 
Dancing. 

Don’t lose 
yourself, Ferne

Send your questions 
and comments 
to Bobby Norris 

at bobby@
revealmagazine.

co.uk

21reveal.co.uk

OMG! Chloe Sims has 

been living the dream 

recently. She had the 

time of her life at the 

Cannes Film Festival and 

sent us a cheeky video 

of her sunbathing on a 

private yacht, owned 

by one of her pals, with 

its own personal hot 

tub. She even managed 

to get a picture with 

Kris Jenner! One of my 

dreams would be to 

bump into Kris and have 

a gossip over vino and 

lunch. Just imagine the 

stories that woman 

could tell…

IT’S A 
HARD LIFE, 
EH, CHLO?

 
 As some of you may know, I am addicted to Snapchat. I literally love it and am becoming more obsessed by the day. So if you’re not already doing it, please give me a cheeky follow and keep an eye on what I am up to, on BobbyCNorris.

What asort!
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I t’s a miserable May day when we  
catch up with Megan McKenna –  
The Only Way Is Essex’s new(ish)  
and most fiery cast member. 

But while we’re trudging along in  
our soaked flats and battling with our  
brolly, Megan, 23, is the epitome of 
Brentwood glam when we meet her in  
a London office. In a beige wrap dress  
from her new Miss Pap collection and  
6in heels, she’s positively glowing. 

We already know Megan’s just jetted 
back from her first holiday with new man 
Pete ‘Pirate’ Wicks, 27, and her wide, and 
dazzling white, grin tells us their three-
month romance is going swimmingly. 

‘Our holiday 
was unreal. 
Everything 
between Pete 
and me is 
going really, 
really well. 
I can’t fault 
anything about 
our relationship. 
He’s my best friend, 
too. He is the perfect 
boyfriend,’ she gushes. 

‘We both have really busy schedules. He’s 
always out doing appearances and shoots, 

too, but if you really like each other,  
you’ll find a way and make time. 

‘It makes you realise just how much you 
like someone when you don’t get to see 
them every day. He’s such a lovely guy.’

When their relationship was first 
introduced on screen, the couple were hit 
by criticism that their steamy scenes (yep, 
that ‘I want to f**k you’ one) was all  
a ‘showmance’ for more airtime. 

But Megan’s hilarious and loved-up 
snapchats have been giving us major 
#couplegoals since, and seriously  
shoving it to the haters. 

‘ESSEX BOYS ARE A***HOLES’ 
With most TOWIE romances, even those 
that seem the most solid, ending in 
messy break-ups, Megan admits that 
she’s still cautious about the formidable 
TOWIE love curse. 

‘There obviously is a TOWIE curse, as 
so many relationships on the show don’t 
last. It’s hard having a relationship in 
the public eye. There are always people 
judging you,’ she admits. 

‘But, I think, if you’re a strong couple, 
you can get through it. Everything is 
out there, your life is public – that’s 

We catch up with TOWIE’s Megan McKenna on her 
romance with Pete Wicks, how she gets that 
bikini bod, and why she’s so over Essex boys

HE’S MY BEST 
FRIEND, TOO’

‘PETE’S NOT JUST 
MY BOYFRIEND – 

Megan believes she 
and Pete will survive 
the TOWIE curse

The TOWIE lovebirds 
are in competition for 
the best top-knot
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something you sign up for. But if you are 
strong enough, I don’t think the TOWIE 
curse will ever happen. I hope not!’

And asides from the obvious – just 
LOOK at those eyes… tatts… hair –  
we’re intrigued to know why Pete has  
won Megan’s affections. 

She’s previously told us he may even 
be The One, despite sharing a short 
engagement with Ex On The Beach co-star 
Jordan Davies, 23, and a brief fling with 
ex-TOWIE star Tom Pearce, 25.

‘Pete isn’t a typical Essex boy, he’s 
different. I’ve dated Essex boys before and 
they are a***holes,’ she says bluntly. Ouch! 

‘They just love themselves. It’s all about 
the showy stuff, “I’ve got this, I do that.”

‘Pete isn’t like that whatsoever. He’s 
very caring, he always wants me to 

be safe, have the nicest things, 
to do the nicest stuff. I think 

that’s why he’s just so 
different from the  

other TOWIE boys.’ 

‘I HATE THE GYM!’ 
Smoking hot 

boyfriend 
aside, Megan’s 
amazing bikini 
bod has also 
been bringing 
out our green-
eyed monster. 

Flat tum? 
Yep. Kylie 

Minogue-esque 
bum? Yup. She’s 

used her Dubai 
break to show off 

every skimpy bikini from her ‘designer-
inspired’ and hand-picked collection. 

‘I do love my bum. It’s my favourite part. 
All of my family have good bums – even 
my brother has a pert bottom,’ she laughs. 

‘But a six-pack? Hardly! I hate the gym 
and I’m slightly obsessed with McDonald’s 
cheeseburgers. I have a severe wheat 
allergy so I ditch the bun and go for extra 
gherkins. It’s such a good snack.’

We nearly choke on our tea. Snack!? 
‘The bun is extra calories, it’s only  

a thin burger! I eat healthily most of the 
time, and I’m always active and walking 
my dog. Dancing in 6in heels is also  
a great workout,’ she laughs.

‘I went to the gym with Chloe [Meadows] 
once before filming Ex On The Beach. 
I just kept on asking, “Can we go in the 
Jacuzzi yet?” She was like, “Megan,  
we’ve been here for 10 minutes.”’

Megan admits that her biggest regret  
so far stems from the MTV show that  
first made her name. 

‘I wish I hadn’t had sex on screen.  
You’re in there for a month and you 
almost forget about the cameras, as 
they’re rigged to the walls. It’s not like  
you have a camera crew standing over 
you. But the show was explicit – drinking 
and sex,’ she confesses. 

Her explosive on-screen tantrums also 
made for guilty but oh-so-watchable 
viewing, and she admits, ‘I guess if  
I hadn’t shown my crazy side, it wouldn’t 
have led to other TV. I wouldn’t be  
where I am now, living my dream.’ 

Lauren Hill-Roger
Megan X Miss Pap is available at  
misspap.co.uk

Laughing out loud 
with the big-haired 
TOWIE cast

‘I do love my bum’, 
admits Megan...  
and we can see why!

Making us well jel, as 
Megan instagrams her 
cheeseburger ’n’ chips diet

Instagram
/@

m
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_m
ckenna



FERNE 
MCCANN

Wow! We’re very jealous 

of Ferne’s summer 

snaps and style, as she 

nails the boho look in 

Cannes. The must-have 

new-season Bardot top 

and maxi skirt equals 

the perfect holiday 

co-ord – a look that’s 

definitely sticking 

around. To top it all 

off, the sexy thigh split 

shows off her perfect 

pins. #girlcrushalert

BELLA HADID

Who wants to steal model Bella’s style 

for under £5? We do! This choker is a 

stylish nod to the 90s grunge trend, 

and she teams it with a slinky dress, 

dark-tinted sunnies and her trademark 

slicked-back ’do for that ‘off-duty cool’ 

look we all desire. The cuddly koala is 

optional, ladies.

LAUREN POPE

Miss Pope’s bandeau playsuit truly is a 

wardrobe wonder. Team the leaf-print 

statement piece with tan sandals and 

minimal accessories for a real wow 

factor. Complete with bouncy blow-dry, 

Lauren’s looking totally summer-ready  

– she just needs to step outside!

I WANTwhat s

24 reveal.co.uk
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she's got
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VICKY 
PATTISON

Mega-babe Vicky nails  

multiple spring summer 

trends with this feminine 

frock – florals, ruffles and  

the cold-shoulder silhouette. 

This number can be worn  

on the beach, at a BBQ or  

out for cocktails. Basically, 

it’s just too pretty to take off! 

It’s going straight on our  

wish list, and we plan to pair 

it with a chic floppy hat.

More fashion in Style File, starting on page 49 

We show you 
where the 
celebs have 
been shopping 

this week...

LYDIA BRIGHT

How incredible does the TOWIE beauty look 

in this zebra-print maxi? She totally wins 

us over with the on-trend shirt dress with 

front split and tie waist, while matching all 

her accessories with uh-mazing head-to-toe 

brown and gold hues. We’re coming on that 

summer safari with you, Lyds!

£46
TOPSHOP

£38
DOROTHY 
PERKINS

£30
DOROTHY 
PERKINS

£35
DOROTHY 
PERKINS





HENRY & TARA
SUPERMAN SPLIT
Gorgeous Superman actor Henry Cavill is back on the market  
after splitting from girlfriend Tara King. 

Henry, 33, first met student Tara, 19, at London’s Mahiki 
nightclub, and the couple had been dating for almost a year  
before the actor reportedly ended their romance last week.

Sources say the split has been ‘very difficult’ for Tara, who 
believed Henry to be the ‘love of her life’.

Henry’s decision to call time on their relationship must have 
come as a surprise. In March, the Batman v Superman: Dawn  
Of Justice star walked the red carpet with Tara and his mum for 
the film’s London premiere. 

He’s also said to have taken Tara back to his Channel Islands 
birthplace, Jersey, to meet his family, even gushing, ‘She’s 
protective of me. She’s there for me when I need looking after  
and the world is a little too heavy.’ 

She’s been married to 
Hollywood producer/director 
Stephen Belafonte for almost 
nine years but, ahead of 
hosting the British Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 
Awards, Mel B opened up about 
her own past relationship with 
an unnamed woman. 

‘It wasn’t experimentation.  
I fell in love with a woman for five 
years. An experiment doesn’t last  
five years,’ said the ex-Spice Girl  
and former X Factor judge. 

Mel, 40, has always refused  
to put a label on her sexuality, 
once saying, ‘People call me 
lesbian, bisexual or heterosexual, 
but I know who’s in my bed and 
that’s it. I have a huge libido and  
a great sex life... 

‘I did have a four-year relationship 
with a woman. But I’ve been very 
happily married for seven years to a penis.’

MEL B
‘I FELL IN LOVE 
WITH A WOMAN’

Instagram/officialmelb
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ANNE- MARIE & JAMES
DIVORCE ANNOUNCEMENT
After almost 10 years of marriage, actors James McAvoy and  
Anne-Marie Duff have announced their divorce. 

In a joint statement, the couple, who have a five-year-old son 
Brendan, explained, ‘It is with tremendous sadness that we have 
come to the decision to divorce. We enter this next phase with 
continued friendship, love and respect for one another and the 
shared focus of caring for our son.’

Earlier, James and Anne-Marie, 
45, who met on Channel 4’s 
Shameless, were seen in tense 
conversation outside their 
London home. 

Following the split, 
James, 37, is now 
rumoured to be 
growing close to X 
Men: Apocalypse co-star 
Alexandra Shipp, 24. 

A source said, ‘James has 
been quite open among 
the cast and crew that 
his marriage was over 
– and it seems he has 
struck up a friendship 
with Alex since then.’

The couple’s rep 
said they have no 
comment beyond  
the joint statement.



We were surprised to 
hear the rumours that Ozzy 

Osbourne had a steamy affair 
with hairdresser Michelle Pugh, 45. 

Not only are he and long-time wife Sharon the perfect 
match, but the ageing rocker, 67, can barely string a sentence 
together, let alone whisper sweet nothings, and then find the 
mobility for bedroom antics! 

Sharon is now said to be giving her husband of 34 years one 
last chance after the pair put on a display of affection at an 
LA event on Thursday – but under strict conditions…

Sharon, 63, seen in LA minus her wedding ring, has now 
reportedly signed Ozzy into Pine Grove Treatment Centre for 
his ‘sex addiction’. Sources say he is ‘squirming with remorse’. 

‘It’s true Sharon has spoken to a divorce lawyer and she is 
still mad as hell,’ a source said. 

‘But she believes they can eventually recover from this if he 
is prepared to get proper help.’ 

A rep for Sharon has dismissed the reports.
Lauren Hill-Roger

COUPLES
CONFIDENTIAL

ORLANDO & KATY
STILL GOING STRONG

JADE & JED
IT’S LOVE

Following recent snaps of 

Orlando Bloom looking 
very cosy with one-time 
rumoured love interest 
Selena Gomez, it’s clear 
his girlfriend of four 
months, Katy Perry, 31, 
is standing by her man. 

A week after Orlando, 
39, and Selena, 23 – first 
linked in 2014 – left 
a Las Vegas 
nightclub 
together, the 
Pirates Of The 
Caribbean 
star and 
Katy met up  
in Cannes, 
ahead of her 
performance 
at a charity 
gala last 
Thursday. 

The pair 
enjoyed an 
intimate break 
on Russian 
businessman 
Roman 
Abramovich’s 
£1.5 billion yacht.

Katy also 
seemingly called 
the rumours a 
‘dumb conspiracy’ 
on Twitter. 

Jade Thirlwall is in 
love with her rocker 
boyfriend, Jed Elliot,  
and the Little Mixer 
wants everyone to know!

Last week, the 23-year-
old babe posted a sweet 
black-and-white pic of 
the pair of them together, 
captioned, ‘Happy 
Birthday @jedstrut I 
really, really wish I was 
there to celebrate with 
you but I guess a soppy 
drunken Tokyo karaoke video in approximately 24 hours from 
now will have to do.’ She then added, ‘I love you, petal.’

Aww! Hottie Jed, 25 – from the band The Struts – is Jade’s first 
relationship since she split from her long-term love, Diversity 
dancer Sam Craske, in 2014.

They reportedly got together at the end of last year after being 
introduced by fellow rock star Jake Roche, Rixton’s frontman, 
who’s engaged to Jade’s Little Mix bandmate Jesy Nelson.
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SHARON & OZZY
SECOND CHANCE  
AFTER CHEATING
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W hen I heard 
Saira Khan’s 
revelation,  
I wasn’t in  

the least bit shocked. What  
are you meant to do when 
you’ve completely lost your 
libido, but the man you love 
hasn’t? I’m younger than  
Saira, but have recently  
insisted on that agreement  
with my husband, too. 

People are afraid to talk 
about it, but when you lose 
your sex drive it’s pretty 
devastating. I lost mine after 
coming off the Pill, and when 
it didn’t come back after six 
months, I grew more and  
more worried. 

Aged 30, I felt I was a bit  
too young for that to happen, 
but it’s more common than  
you think. 

We put so many hormones 
into our bodies to stop us P
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 real lives

Loose Women panellist 
Saira Khan caused an 
uproar last week after 
confessing that she’d 
lost her sex drive and 
given her partner the 
green light to look 
elsewhere. But is her 
situation really all that 
uncommon? Katie 
Ryder, 31, says no…

getting pregnant and we’re 
more stressed than ever, so  
of course something’s going  
to be affected. 

In the early years, my partner 
and I led a healthy sex life and 
my sexual appetite matched 
his. Both of us instigated it 
regularly, and for six years  
we enjoyed sex with both of  
us reaching orgasm most  
of the time. 

Like most 
long-term 
couples, our 
sex life went 
through the 
usual peaks 
and troughs. 

But then, one day after 
coming off the Pill, I stopped 
feeling horny for good.

The love was still there. For 
eight years we’d cultivated 
the perfect relationship – one 
where you can just be with 
each other all the time, kissing, 

cuddling, fooling around –  
but actual intercourse had 
become infrequent.

Every time it was brought up 
I felt myself shrug or change 
the subject. I knew I was 
doing it and I could see it was 
upsetting my husband. We 
tried longer foreplay and I took 
vitamins to boost the female 
libido, but it didn’t work. 

It wasn’t coming back…
When we 

got married 
last year, 
we hadn’t 
had sex for 
a while. 
I started 

thinking about the marriages  
I knew had broken down due 
to lack of communication 
about this issue. If you don’t 
talk, very often one of you ends 
up straying. I wasn’t going to 
risk losing my husband over 
the issue, which is why I said, 

‘Listen – I’m clearly not getting 
my sex drive back any time 
soon, so, if you want to sleep 
with other women, you have 
my permission. Just be a good 
husband, and when we have 
kids, be a good father, and if  
it comes back then let’s try  
and get our sex life up and 
running again.’ 

He protested at first, but then 
said he’d think about it. I’m not 
pushing him into the arms of 
another woman, just making 
sure he knows that if he needs 
to have sex, I don’t want it done 
behind my back. 

If my husband was going 
through this instead of me,  
I hope he’d do the same.

He hasn’t slept with anyone 
else yet, and I’m still working 
on getting my libido back, 
but until I do, we have this 
agreement in place. And I feel 
much better knowing we do. 

Laura Hinton

‘Like Saira, 
I’ve given
my hubby

permission to

‘I wasn’t going to risk 
losing my husband 

over the issue’

Katie married her 
long-term partner 
just last year
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to stray’
Dealing with an unfaithful 

spouse is a situation that most 
wives dread, but Saira, 46, has 

bravely admitted that she wouldn’t 
mind her husband, Steven Hyde,  
51, cheating – because she’s lost  
her appetite for sex.

‘I love my husband, 
he’s the most amazing 
man in the world,’  
Saira told the Loose 
Women panel.

‘I’ve been married to 
him for 11 years, but 
lately I’m not interested. I just  
don’t want to do it.

‘I got to the stage where I actually 
said to my husband, “Look, I’m just 
not in that place. If you really want to, 
go with somebody else.”’

Saira continued, ‘I wanted to make 

him happy. Oh, God, he’s going to  
kill me for talking about this on  
TV, but if somebody’s feeling like  
this, they’re not alone.’

But while their intimacy might 
have stalled in the bedroom, she 
and Steven still enjoy affectionate 

moments.
‘I absolutely haven’t 

gone off him – we 
cuddle and watch TV,’ 
she explained. ‘But 
when it comes to sex 
I’m making excuses.

‘Recently, I’ve noticed that at six 
o’clock when he walks through the 
door it’s a panic,’ she continued. ‘My 
body, as well, is just not in that place.

‘I feel like I’m the only one this  
is happening to.’

Saira added, ‘I just feel like if  

it’s something  
I can share, other women out there 
can feel it’s not an abnormal thing, 
that it’s a part of life.’

Viewers were quick to support 
Saira’s refreshing honesty, with one 
tweeting, ‘I know exactly where you’re 
coming from, and it’s brilliant that 
you were so open about it.’ 

Later, Saira took to Twitter to thank 
followers for their kind words, adding, 
‘Wow, ladies – so many of you out 
there feel like me. I’m not alone.’

And when she appeared on Loose 
Women a few days later, it was  
clear that talking had helped. 

She said, ‘Since I’ve talked about 
this I feel so much lighter. A heavy 
burden has been lifted. This story  
has touched the nation.’ 

Joel Cooper

‘I absolutely haven’t 
gone off him – we 

cuddle and watch TV’

SAIRA’S CONFESSION 

STEVEN SAYS…
F ollowing Saira’s confession, her 

husband went on Loose Women on Friday to discuss how he felt when his wife told him to look elsewhere for sex. ‘I was pretty devastated for her,’ he told the panel. ‘To think she would think she  has to say something like that, because  I would never contemplate doing it. I felt heartbroken that she’d got to such a low point. I kind of hoped she’d have thought, “Steve will be patient.’”
When asked how they’d reached this point in their 11-year marriage, he said,  ‘On my part, I think there was a little bit  of denial, you know…  it will come round,  it will change.’

He then added, ‘But we’ve got a really good marriage and a great family.’ 
And when the Loose Women asked Steve how he was coping in a sexless marriage, he simply said, ‘We’ve got a really strong relationship, I adore her, she’s my  best friend.’ Saira and Steven 

have been 
married for  
11 years

The Loose Women 
panellist made 
the revelation 
last week
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Jenner has delusions of grandeur that 
she’ll even be able to pair off daughters 
Kylie or Kendall with our Prince Harry – 
who could get an invite to the wedding!).

And though the happy couple’s 
celebration will cost a pretty penny,  
Kris, 60, has got their 
down payment covered.

‘It’s going to be a $25 
million [£17 million] 
wedding,’ Ian continues. 
‘Kris will front the money 
but, with all the endorsements and  
the TV rights, it’s going to be hugely 
profitable – more so than even Kim  
and Kanye’s big day.’

NO PRENUP IN SIGHT
Ian’s insiders have even suggested Blac, 
28, and Rob, 29, are planning to host their 
nuptials in an exotic location.

‘It’s going to be a destination wedding,’ 
he adds. ‘They’ve been mentioning Bora 
Bora, French Polynesia, Mexico or Miami.’

It’s no secret that Rob’s family have 
amassed a vast wealth between them, but 
the sock entrepreneur is insisting that he 
won’t force his fiancée to sign a prenuptial 

We get the scoop on Blac Chyna and Rob Kardashian’s 
wedding plans – including the bridesmaids, inspiration for 
the dress, and the big TV deal – from one of their insiders

B lac Chyna might be expecting 
a child with Rob Kardashian, 
but that doesn’t mean she’s put 
their wedding plans on the back-

burner. In fact, Blac has decided that she 
wants to leave her Kardashian rivals  
in the shade with a ceremony lavish  
enough to rival a royal wedding!

Kardashian expert and biographer of 
bestselling exposé Kardashian Dynasty,  
Ian Halperin, exclusively tells Reveal that 
the nuptials will be an extravagant affair –  
and Blac’s sworn it will outdo any  
of Rob’s sisters’ weddings, including  
Kim Kardashian’s 2014 ceremony  
to Kanye West.

‘Blac will be like a Kardashian bride  
on steroids,’ Ian tells us. ‘She’ll have the 
nicest gown you’ve ever seen – it will be 
better than Kim’s.

‘In fact, it will rival Princess Diana’s. 
Blac wants it to be a royal-type wedding.’

(So royal, in fact, that Rob’s mum Kris 

Blac’s looking to 
trounce Kimye’s 
‘understated’ affair

Can she outdo 
the do of all time?

‘PRINCESS 
DI STYLE 
WEDDING’

BLAC WANTS A

‘Blac will be like  
a Kardashian bride  
on steroids’

agreement to protect his fortune.
‘The family wants Rob to get  

Blac to sign a document, but at  
this point he’s insisting there will  
be no prenup,’ reveals Ian. ‘Blac 
doesn’t mind either way. She’d be 

willing to sign one  
if they presented it  
to her – she’s too  
in love to care.’

But it looks 
like Blac’s best 

pal, Amber Rose, 32, might end 
up feeling pushed out – as Rob’s 
sister Khloé looks set to be maid of 
honour. ‘Khloé will get the role,  
as she is closest to 
Rob,’ Ian explains. 

‘Rob lived with 
Khloé for a long 
time, and she is the 
one who has really 
accepted Blac into 
the family.

‘Besides, Lamar 
Odom, 36, is going 
to be Rob’s best 
man because they’ve 
always been close, 
so it’s only fitting 
that they have both 
Khloé and Lamar.’

And Khloé’s already told pals that the 
hen night will be one to remember.

‘The bachelorette party will be wild,’  
Ian explains. ‘Khloé will hold it in a strip 
club. After all, Blac’s the queen of lap 
dances – she loves to give one, and she 
loves to receive one!

Lamar
Best Man

 celebs
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Proudly flaunting 
her bump, on the 
way to a strip club!

Blac and Rob have big 
plans to create their own 
dynasty of Kardashian kids

W ith the pitter-patter of tiny feet quickly 
approaching, Rob and Blac have already made  

a number of decisions when it comes to their little one.
Rob is set to be the only person allowed in the delivery 

room with his other half, biographer Ian explains. ‘Rob’s  
a bit worried because he gets squeamish, but they’re  
going for prenatal lessons and he intends to be there 
throughout the birth.

‘Rob’s sisters and mother won’t be in the room,’ he 
continues. ‘Not even Blac’s mother will be allowed in – they 
want to keep things really calm with no drama.’

Blac – already mum to three-year-old King Cairo with 
Kylie Jenner’s now ex-boyfriend Tyga – has agreed to let 
Kim, 35, be the new baby’s godmother. ‘Kim is really good 
with kids because she has 
two of her own,’ Ian explains. 
‘And it means she’ll still feel 
included, seeing as Khloé will 
be maid of honour.’

And the new arrival will 
be brought up like a true 
Kardashian, with Blac and 
Rob already having decided 
how to teach their child 
about family history.

‘They’re talking about 
taking the baby to 
Armenia, where Rob’s 
dad Robert was originally 
from,’ Ian says. ‘They will 
likely baptise the baby there a few months  
after the birth.’

The loved-up couple have also thought about baby 
names. ‘The baby could possibly be Rob the third if it’s  
a boy, or for a girl there’s a good chance it might be Tokyo – 
after Blac’s mum’s nickname, Tokyo Toni,’ Ian reveals.

‘Blac also loves the name Diana, after Princess Diana,  
and they both love the name Selene.’

One thing Blac will not negotiate on is her role as  
a mother – she won’t be hiring an army of nannies!

‘Even if Blac gets her own TV show, along with working 
on her business, she’s going to make space to be a full-time 
mum,’ Ian reveals. ‘And she’s laying down the law with Rob 
– she doesn’t want him to be an absent father. He has to be 

present at all times.’
And that’s not the only 

demand that Blac is making. 
‘She really wants to have eight 
or nine children with Rob,’  
Ian explains. ‘She wants to 
create a whole new breed  
of Kardashians.

‘They’ll have another baby 
straight away,’ Ian concludes. 
‘In fact, they said as soon as 
the baby’s born they’re going 
straight back into the bedroom!’

‘You can expect to see most of the other 
sisters as bridesmaids.’

Though icy relations with the Kardashians 
are finally beginning to thaw, they haven’t 
been the easiest of future in-laws for Blac  
to get to know.

Rob fanned the flames by taunting them on 
Instagram earlier this year after he reposted 
a meme of Blac shopping, with the caption, 
‘Blac Chyna probably out shopping rite now 
as she plans to give birth to the only next 
generation of the Kardashian name!’

Joel Cooper

Maid of Honour
Khloé

Kim
Godmother

Tidying up her groom-
to-be in fine style

 ROB & BLAC’S BABY PACT  
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L ike many of us, Angela 
Di Pasquo had always 
dreamed that one day 
she’d find love just  

like you see in the movies. 
But Angela had always 

wanted to find a certain kind 
of man, one that was at least 
a few years older than her… 
preferably, a few decades older! 

And now, Angela, 24, has 
found just that – on a movie  
set of all places! 

‘I’ve always had a thing for 
older men,’ she says. ‘I used to 
have crushes on my teachers  
at school and I was obsessed 
with Kevin Spacey.’

In July 2013, Angela, a part-
time actress, landed a part in 
the indie film Rescue Me. 

She soon spotted Joe Leon, 
63, who was playing suave FBI 
agent Matt Walsh. It was his  
job to investigate the murder  
of Chloe, Angela’s character. 

‘When I saw the light 
shimmering off Joe’s silver  
hair I was smitten,’ Angela says. 

‘He was the older gentleman 
I’d always dreamed of – tall, 
handsome and mature.’

As part of Angela’s role,  
she had to perform a series  
of stunts that left her with 
bruised knees. When Joe 
noticed the bruises, he  
asked what was wrong  
and the pair got chatting. 

‘I told him that my role 
was rather physical,’ Angela 
says. ‘Next thing I knew, Joe 
was having a word with the 
production team. When it  
was my time to shoot another 
scene there were mats on the 
floor to cushion my fall, and  
it was all thanks to Joe.’ 
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‘39 years older  
– but he’s my

It wasn’t long before 
Angela was smitten 
with her silver fox

Angela Di Pasquo had always liked mature men so now she’s  
proud to say she’s in love with one nearly 40 years her senior

and started texting after work. 
It wasn’t long before feelings 
started to develop. 

‘I was concerned about the 
age gap,’ Joe says. ‘I fancied  
her but I thought she was far 
too young! 

‘I have a son who’s 25, so I 
couldn’t see why Angela would 
want to go out with me.’ 

But Angela did fancy Joe, and 
just a week later she suggested 
they go out for dinner. 

The meal went so well 
they ended up spending the 
following weekend together.

Despite the fact that  
Joe was 39 years older than  
Angela – and four years older 
than her father – she knew she  
was falling for him and they 
made love for the first time  
a few days later.

Over the next few weeks, 
their romance blossomed –  
on and off the movie set – and 
it wasn’t long before they’d 
become an official couple.  

Despite the age gap, the 
pair were very much in love. 
However, over the following 
months they encountered  
some embarrassing situations. 

‘Once, while shopping with 
Joe, a lady brought a dress 
into the changing room for 
me to try on,’ Angela says. ‘Joe 
was standing just outside and 
she said to him, “I think your 
daughter would look lovely in 
this for her prom.”’ 

‘On another occasion,  
I was getting a pedicure and 
the therapist told Joe, “Your 
daughter has such long legs!”’ 

Joe, whose son is two years 
older than Angela, met his 
dad’s new girlfriend a few 
months after they got together. 

Angela says, ‘We’re  
similar in age so we  
had loads in common!’

Luckily, Angela’s parents 
were just as relaxed about 
meeting Joe. 

‘It was obvious that he  
loved me dearly and would  
take great care of me,’ Angela 
says. ‘Joe and my father talked 
about football.’

It wasn’t long before the pair 
moved in together in Florida. 

But while they were both 
blissfully happy, they realised 
there must be other people 
around the world like them. 

So in September 2013, 
they decided to start 
maydecembersociety.
com, a vibrant on-
line community 
of like-minded 
folks in age-gap 
relationships. 

Before long, 
hundreds 
of people 
were writing 
to them 
about their 
experiences. 

‘It made me 
realise how 
lucky we were,’ 
Angela says. 
‘Some people had 
lost family members 
because of their 
relationship.’ 

Now, two-and-a-half years 

‘Joe makes me  
feel like the only 

woman alive!’

 real lives

dream man’
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on, the couple are still going 
strong although the age gap 
does throw up some issues. 

‘Angela stays up really late 
and plays video games, which  
I don’t like,’ Joe says. 

Angela adds, ‘There are 
generational differences  
but we both love going 
swimming and watching  
TV together.’ 

For Angela, meeting the older 
man of her dreams was just as 
she’d always hoped it would be. 

‘There’s nearly four decades 
between us but our sex life is 
phenomenal,’ she says. ‘We 
have romantic, passionate,  
sex several times a week. 

‘Before I met Joe, I was fairly 
inexperienced in the bedroom. 
But being with him has more 
than made up for that.’

Angela also believes every 
woman should experience  
an older lover. ‘Older partners  
are very generous and attentive. 
They care far more about their 
partner’s pleasure than they do 
about their own.’ 

While Joe and Angela have 
talked about getting married 
and starting a family, the 
couple say they’re taking  
every day as it comes.

‘At the moment my life 
seems fairly perfect. I’m doing 
really well in my acting career 
and my relationship with Joe 
couldn’t be better,’ Angela says.

‘Love happens at any age,  
and it turns out I have fallen  
in love with someone nearly  
40 years older than myself –  
but Joe makes me feel like  
I’m the only woman alive!’

Laura Hinton

Embarrassingly, 
she’s often mistaken 
for Joe’s daughter
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‘I’D LEAVE IF 
CORRIE EVER 
GOT BORING’

With his on-screen wife Paula Lane leaving Coronation 
Street, Jack P Shepherd tells us what it would take to make 
him leave the show and how he loves watching himself on TV

H e’s grown up 
on Coronation 
Street, starting 
back in 2000 

when he was 12 years  
old, and, having now 
stuck around for 16  
years, it’s clear Jack 
P Shepherd still loves 
playing David Platt.

‘I’ve always been  
lucky enough to get  
great stories,’ he says.  
‘The Platts are a big 
family on the Street  
and they’ve always been  
at the front of the drama, 
so it’s a lot of fun.’

But Jack admits he 
wouldn’t think twice 
about jumping ship if the 
juicy storylines came to 

an end.
‘If work did 

dry up and 
we weren’t 
getting the 
stories any 
more, then 
I probably 
would spread 
my wings,’  
he says.

His on-
screen wife 
Paula Lane, 
30 – who plays 

Kylie Platt – leaves our 
screens in July, and Jack, 
28, admits he’ll miss her. 

‘It’ll be a sad time 
because they work well, 
David and Kylie,’ he says. 
‘Paula’s good for a laugh, 
she’s good to take the p**s 
out of, she’s great fun.’

Paula’s dramatic exit 
scenes culminated in  
a lot of night shoots for 

the Platts, but  
Jack says he buzzes  
off the excitement  
of the notoriously 
punishing shoots. 

‘They’re long hours 
and they’re draining, 
but I never mind night 
shoots because it’s 
interesting and involves 
a lot of drama and 
stunts. You know it’s 
not just meeting Roy 
outside the cafe. It’s 
exciting and good  
to be a part of – it’s 
never boring.’

Over the years 
on Corrie, Jack has 
developed a novel way 
of chilling out after 
emotional scenes.  
‘I have a shisha,’ he says. 
‘I have my own shisha 
pipe. It’s mint-flavoured 
and it’s got nicotine  
in it, but there’s no  
tar or anything. 

‘People say they’re 
worse than cigarettes, but 
whatever, we all die. If it’s 
a sunny day, I go outside, 
shades on. People join  
in and have a go. 

‘Everyone walks past 
and goes, “That’s an 
album cover!”’

Another amusing 
pastime Jack enjoys  
is watching back his  
own Corrie scenes.

‘I always watch my own 
scenes, I fast-forward 
everyone else and just 
watch me,’ he laughs. ‘I’m 
only interested in what 
I’m doing – I love it, I love 
it! Absolutely love it.’

And he has tried to 

get his kids, Nyla, 
seven, and two-year-old 
Reuben – who he has  
with long-term fiancée 
Lauren Shippey – to 
watch along with him. 

‘Nyla won’t, though,  
it seems like she thinks 
it’s weird,’ he says.

‘Whenever I’m on 
screen I just want to 
watch me and if ever she’s 
in the room all she’ll do 
is talk to me and I’m like, 
“Hang on, just a second, 
let me watch this.” 

‘But Reuben loves it. 
After his bath he says,  
“I watch Daddy on telly,” 
and I go, “Yeah, come on, 
come on.” 

‘He sits there with me 
and we watch it and he 
goes, “Oh yeah, Daddy,” 
and I go “Yeah, yeah, 
yeah, shhh!”’

Kelly Jenkins

David’s 
Kylie leaves 
Corrie after 
five years… 

Jack and Lauren’s 
daughter, Nyla, says it’s 
weird to see Dad on TV

… and it looks set to 
be a dramatic exit!
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CHASING
RIHANNA

LEO’S DONE

L eonardo DiCaprio and Rihanna were seemingly a  

match made in showbiz heaven. While Oscar-winner 

Leo holds the title of Hollywood’s most notorious 

womaniser – who we hear was on the hunt for a woman 

to tame him – RiRi is pop’s ultimate sex symbol.

But, after reportedly first hooking up at a Golden Globes 

after-party at the Playboy mansion last January, and reuniting 

again at Coachella music festival last month, insiders have now 

revealed that Leo, 41, is fed up of Ri, 28, playing hard to get. 

And just a fortnight later (fast, even by Leo’s standards!) he’s 

rumoured to have added to his supermodel tally by moving on 

with stunning Polish blonde Ela Kawalec, although, just days 

after that, he was seen dancing with another model 

– and Harry Styles’ ex – Georgia Fowler, in Cannes. 

‘Rihanna was slowly coming round to the idea  

of dating him exclusively. But, ultimately, Leo  

just didn’t have the patience,’ our source tells us. 

‘Rihanna was giving him mixed signals. One 

minute they were just party buddies, then she 

would come on strong. It was messing with Leo’s 

head, so he’s chosen to focus on dating Ela.’

RIHANNA’S REFUSAL TO SETTLE DOWN 

So why exactly is Rihanna running away from  

one of the world’s most eligible bachelors?

Sadly, it seems the singer has had her fair share 

of bad relationships with men. Her dad, Ronald 

Fenty, allegedly struggled with an addiction to crack 

cocaine and was reportedly violent to Rihanna’s mum, Monica 

Braithwaite – claims he has neither confirmed nor denied. 

Ri’s relationship with singer Chris Brown, 27, ended after two 

years in 2009, when he assaulted her at a pre-Grammys party in 

February that year. He was sentenced to five years’ probation. 

Despite briefly reuniting with him in 2015, Rihanna is cautious, 

understandably, of growing close to another man, which could 

be the painful truth behind her cat-and-mouse games with Leo.

‘Rihanna was playing it very cool with Leo, because she 

knows of his reputation as a player and he has never really 

pursued her,’ our insider says. ‘She kept waiting for him to  

chase her, but it was always the same – she had to run after him.’ 

HIDING THEIR SECRET HOOK-UPS 

Leo’s reluctance to chase Rihanna, we’re told, was all down  

to her ‘hot and cold’ demeanour. But now the tables  

seem to have turned very much in his favour…

‘Rihanna didn’t count on Leo getting frustrated  

and moving on with Ela. She’s feeling pretty down 

about the whole thing,’ our source adds.

‘Her love life has been all over the place, and her 

heart isn’t really in it when it comes to Drake [Rihanna 

is now said to be secretly dating the rapper, although 

other reports suggest they’re just close friends]. Leo was 

the one she liked but, in fairness, she didn’t really show it. He’s 

stopped waiting for her now he’s met Ela, which stings for her.’

After months of ‘will they, won’t they?’, 

Leonardo DiCaprio has ended his romance 

with Rihanna, and is already moving on…

REVEAL
SAYS

‘Gutted. We had high 
hopes for these two. 

W hat a combo!’

Ri wanted Leo to 
Work (work, work, 
work, work) for it

Troubled past: The 
singer’s parents and 
(inset) with ex Chris

Lauren Hill-Roger
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The actor got up-close-
and-personal with model 
Georgia Fowler in Cannes



TEENY
BIKINI
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Love Island’s Hannah Elizabeth, 26, is known 
for her busty displays, but she took it to a 
whole new level last week in Thailand with her 
new beau George Andretti. Hanging by a string 
of yarn, the tiny crochet bikini just about 
managed to keep Hannah covered. Dangerous!

HANNAH ELIZABETH

CHLOE 
MADELEY
The 28-year-old 
fitness fanatic 
– and daughter 
of presenters 
Richard and Judy 
– is cutting it fine 
in this mini red 
bikini. Crikey!

Big Brother’s Sallie Axl is one 
expectant mum who isn’t ditching 
the two-piece. Showing off some 
serious ink as she squeezes into  
a tiny coral number, she looks  
like she could pop any minute!

SALLIE AXL
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 celebs

Y-WEENY 
S!

Just when you thought swimwear couldn’t 
get any smaller, these celebs pull out their 
best barely-there two-pieces. Is there no  
limit to these stars’ flesh flashing?

Reality TV star 
Courtney, 21 – who  
last week revealed  
she’s pregnant by 
hubby Doug Hutchison, 
55 – wins the award for 
‘Most Side Boob In  
One Outfit’. Yikes!

COURTNEY
STODDEN

We’re not sure 
whether the 
mum-of-five,  
35, was going  
for the miniature 
bikini look, but 
she’s definitely 
busting out  
of this bra. 
Whoa, Kerry!

KERRY 
KATONA

MILLIE
MACKINTOSH

The former Made In Chelsea star,  
26, is famous for a bikini selfie and  
this itty-bitty orange number has got  
us super crushing over her lean bod.  
We don’t blame you for this one, Mills!

Did Blac Chyna 
set the trend 
with her pre-
pregnancy bikini 
body? With her 
famous ass-set 
and ample chest, 
the exotic model, 
28, is spilling out 
of her carefully 
placed bikini.

BLAC CHYNA

Looking glam, 
21-year-old 
model Neelam 
– who was 
linked to Zayn 
Malik before he 
hooked up with 
Gigi Hadid – 
showed off her 
toned tum and 
legs in a racy 
orange bikini.

We wonder 
what it was 
the ex-One 
Direction singer 
saw in her...

NEELAM GILL

39reveal.co.uk

IZABEL 
GOULART
Victoria’s 
Secret 
model Izabel 
Goulart, 
31, took the 
runway to the 
beach when 
she paraded 
her svelte  
bod in this 
stringy  
two-piece.  
Well, if  
you’ve got  
it, flaunt it!

Grace Henry
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BBC presenter Emily Maitlis speaks publicly for 
the first time about her 25-year stalking hell…  

O nly last month, pop star 
Lily Allen bravely spoke out 
about her stalker of seven 
years. Now, Newsnight 

presenter Emily Maitlis, 45, has broken 
her silence for the first time to talk about 
her 25-year stalking ordeal.

The TV star, who met the perpetrator, 
Edward Vines, at university, revealed 
that over the years he’s sent letters, 
turned up at her place of work and 
threatened to kill himself. 

It got so bad that her children needed 
a security escort to 
travel to school.

‘For the first 15 years, 
I thought if I did this  
or that, it would help.  
I now realise it’s not 
about me,’ she says.

 ‘But it is [a big 
problem] when you  
need an escort to go  
to Sainsbury’s and my 
kids have a security guy 
to go to the school bus.’

Emily first met her 
stalker at Queens’ 
College, Cambridge. 
They became friends 
but, when Vines declared 
his love for her, their friendship cooled 
because Emily didn’t feel the same. 

After university, he continued to 
pursue her. Emily even took a job in 
Hong Kong to get away from him.

But when she returned to the  
UK, Vine’s harassment continued.

Emily says, ‘I wasn’t a celeb –  
I was just a student who knew him  
a bit. It became very intense. He  
turned up everywhere.’

 real lives

‘My kids needed a 
security escort for 
the school bus’

In 1999, he began 
visiting her at home 
and at work. Terrified, 
Emily decided to 
contact the police.

After she took him to 
court in 2002, Vines was 
convicted of stalking and sentenced to 
four months in prison. He was also made 
the subject of a restraining order, but  
in 2008 he infringed that order and  
was sent to a secure hospital. 

When he escaped the following July, 
Emily was placed under 
24-hour protection until 
he was found.

Even now, 25 years 
after her ordeal began, 
Emily feels powerless. 

‘I had a police presence 
outside my house two 
months ago,’ she says.

‘There is an injunction 
and, when he breaches 
it, it starts again. It feels 
never-ending.’

Despite numerous 
interventions by police 
and the courts, the 
nightmare continues. 

Emily says, ‘When he comes 
back, it’s dreadful. I get calls at all times 
of the day and night. It feels desperately 
sad. I can’t see how it will end.’

Sadly, Emily won’t be the first to 
endure such harassment. But, by bravely 
speaking out and making her ordeal 
public, she may help other stalking 
victims realise they are not alone.

Laura Hinton

 R achel Horman, from Paladin, the National 
Stalking Advocacy Service, says, ‘I would  
love to say that what’s happened to Emily  
is uncommon, but it isn’t. The fact that  

her case has gone on for 25 years shows just how 
many failings there were. 

‘While the average victim will wait for 100 incidents 
before going to the police, even when they do report 
it, they’re not taken seriously enough – only a tiny 
percentage of charges will end up with a conviction. 

‘Often, the police treat each incident in isolation, 

rather than joining up the dots. A lot of the time, they 
issue a police information notice, which is a warning 
to the accused – but they don’t do that for any other 
crime, so why stalking? 

‘The Crown Prosecution Service needs to bring 
in more robust changes, too. That’s why we’re 
campaigning for the maximum sentence [for stalking] 
to be increased from five to 10 years. 

‘Also, as a society, we tend to see stalking as a joke – 
you hear people saying they’ve got a Facebook stalker. 
But being stalked is anything but funny.’

‘It’s desperately 
sad. I can’t see 
how it will end,’ 
says Emily

HOW HAS THIS HAPPENED?

Emily is happily married 
to husband Mark

Lily’s stalker broke 
into her home

Stalker Edward Vines 
leaving court in 2002
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Growing up, I’d 
always been the 
kind of person 
who’d feel a little 

poorly and convince myself  
it was something sinister. 

‘Don’t be silly,’ my friends 
would laugh. ‘You’re such  
a hypochondriac!’ 

But then, in summer 2010, 
when I was 16, I felt a little 
lump under the skin on the  
left-hand side of my neck. 

When it hadn’t gone away  
a few months later, I went to 
my local GP in Norfolk. I had 
no other symptoms, though,  
so he sent me away saying it 
was nothing to worry about.

Not long after, I started 
feeling really tired and kept 
having to leave college at 
lunchtime to go home and 
sleep. All my food had started 
to taste gross and metallic. 

‘It’s just the grim college 
canteen,’ I reassured myself.

But, three months later, 
another lump popped up.  
After a frantic internet  
search, I realised these lumps 
could be my lymph nodes. 

Panicking, I became 
convinced I had lymphoma 
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‘I kept 
secret 

Gemma tried to 
cover up the lump 
on her neck with 
her hair...

... and hid her 
diagnosis  
from friends
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my cancer a
from friends’

 real lives

Gemma Hakner was just 17 when she was diagnosed with Hodgkin lymphoma. She didn’t tell 
her pals, but when the cancer returned she realised their support was worth its weight in gold…

– all my symptoms 
pointed to it.

When I went  
back to my doctor, 
they brushed off 
my concerns and 
offered me a urine 
test. It showed my 
potassium levels 
were too high, so  
I was diagnosed  
with cystitis.

I was unconvinced 
by what I’d been  
told, though, so  
I went back every  
few months, only  
to be turned away.

In time, I noticed 
another dramatic change –  
I was rapidly losing weight.  
Over the course of a year,  
I’d somehow lost a stone-and-
a-half. 

In January 2011, I made  
a doctor’s appointment for  
the sixth time. 

This time I saw a different 
GP, and she sent me to hospital 
for an ultrasound and biopsy.

While waiting for my  
results, a tennis ball-size  
lump erupted on my neck. 

Terrified, I tried to block out 
what was happening by hiding 
the lump with my hair. 

Although my family knew 
what I was going through,  
I didn’t want to tell anyone  
else, not even the guy I was 
dating at the time. 

After numerous tests, I was 
diagnosed with Hodgkin 
lymphoma in May 2011. 

‘An answer at last,’ I said,  
so relieved. 

Aged 17 by this point, I hated 
the idea of people pitying me. 
I just wanted to be normal and 
not think about my illness, so  
I made the decision to only tell 
a few close friends.

Two months later, I started 

chemotherapy and it wasn’t 
long before my long blonde 
hair started to fall out. I was 
devastated, but I bought a brown 
human-hair wig and told my 
friends I’d dyed my locks. 

For the next five months,  
I’d finish my chemo, put my 
wig on and go out boozing  
with friends. No one realised  
I had cancer!

By December 2011, the 
treatment was over and  
I was in remission. 

Determined 
to put it all 
behind me, 
I started 
working in 
a bar, saved 
money and 
moved abroad 
the following 
year. Over the next two  
years, I travelled in Italy, 
Austria and France. I had  
the best time of my life.

But then, in summer 2014, 
another lump appeared on  
the side of my neck. 

This time, I knew the 
metallic taste was a sign  
the cancer had returned.

On July 13 2015, after an 

ultrasound, I was told 
the cancer was back. I was 
devastated, and had to start 
treatment two days later.

Second time around,  
the process was brutal.  
I felt extremely sick and  
was bed-ridden for a week. 
Again, I lost my hair. 

Writing became my outlet.  
I set up a blog, With Love  
From G, and posted hair  
advice for cancer patients. 
I’d try different wigs, upload 

photos of me 
wearing them 
and write  
a review. 

As I was 
older this  
time, I didn’t 
want to hide 
my cancer  

from friends – I knew 
they’d understand and be 
sympathetic. So, I put a post  
on Facebook and explained 
what I was going through. 

My friends were shocked, 
but their support was 
overwhelming. I realised it was 
what I had been lacking last 
time, and their encouragement 
spurred me on.

At the same 
time, my blog evolved into 
a journal as I updated my 
followers through my journey. 

Although I’d hidden my 
cancer the first time, I wanted 
to be open now as I’d realised 
that it wasn’t something  
I should have to face alone.

Fortunately, in December  
last year, the doctors said  
I was in remission again.  
I had a stem cell transplant, 
in January, so they could 
regenerate, which I hope  
will mean the cancer is  
less likely to return again.

Although I used to be really 
angry about having cancer 
twice, I’ve finally let go. 

Now, my plan is to work a 
ski season abroad in Italy or 
France, and go travelling again. 

I feel like I’ve been given 
another chance at life, so I’m 
going to make the most of it!

Paisley Gilmour

For more information on 
the help and support that’s 
available for children and  
young people with cancer,  
visit clicsargent.org.uk

‘I feel like I’ve been 
given another chance 
at life, so I’m going to 
make the most of it!’

When Gemma began 
chemo, she lost her 
luscious locks 

After the cancer 
came back, she 
had to come clean

The support she 
received spurred 
her on to  fight 
cancer again

Facebook/GemmaHawkner
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CHARLOTTE
FOR MP?
W ho’d have thought we’d ever hear Charlotte  

Church talking about politics?
Last week, the reformed party girl appeared on  

ITV’s This Morning to speak about her current theatre 
project, The Last Mermaid, but ended up chatting about 
her new fave topic – politics – instead.

The Voice Of An Angel singer said, ‘In terms of politics, 
I think it’s a calling. You should dedicate 
your life to it.’ 

And Charlotte, 30 – who lives in Cardiff 
with her two children, Ruby, eight, and 
Dexter, seven, by rugby player Gavin Henson 
– suggests she could one day run for MP  
in her local area.

She said, ‘The world is full of careerist 
politicians. I’m not interested in all that sort 
of stuff. If I were to do it, I would want to 
properly dedicate myself to it. I’m going  
to wait until my babies are grown up.’

Gone are her nights on the town – it looks 
like we’ve got a future MP to look out for  
in Miss Church!

GOT A TYPE!After only confirming 
their split last week, 

tattooed rapper Tyga, 26, 
seems to have moved on 
already – with his ex Kylie 
Jenner’s British double!

Underwear model Demi 
Rose, 21 – a lads’ mag 
favourite – was spotted 
emerging from Tyga’s  
hotel in Cannes (right).

With her long, dark hair, 
olive skin, and glossy plump 
lips, she could easily have 
been mistaken for Kylie – 
she even sports the famous 
Kardash/Jenner booty – 
awks – especially as Kylie’s 
family members, including 
her mum, Kris Jenner,  
were in town at the very 
same time!

Last week, we told you 
how Kylie had dumped Tyga 
after getting fed up of his 
reported wandering eye.

Meanwhile, she’s been 
quick to move on, too. 
The beauty’s been spotted 
on numerous occasions 
with 22-year-old rapper 
PartyNextDoor, real name 
Jahron Anthony Brathwaite.

Never mind vodka, 
Charlotte fancies a  
shot at politics now

HE’S DEFINITELY
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WOWZA, 
JESSICA!
S inger and TV star Jessica 

Simpson put on a very busty 
display as she and her husband, 
Eric Johnson, enjoyed a date  
night at Mastro’s Steakhouse  
in Beverly Hills, California.

The 35-year-old showed  
off her fabulous curves in this  
figure-hugging, eye-popping  
blue dress. No wonder Eric,  
36, couldn’t take his eyes –  
or keep his hands – off!

G lamour model Coco Austin made us 
super broody when she posted cute 

snaps of her and daughter Chanel Nicole. 
Coco, 37, who is married to rapper Ice T,  

is known for dressing herself and their six-
month-old in replica outfits, and last week, 
they posed in matching swimwear.

In one pic, the pair chilled in red-and-white 
stripes and in another, mum rocked a blue 
halter-neck ensemble, while her mini-me lay 
on a sunbed beside her in a frilly two-piece and 
matching boat hat. Coco captioned the shot,  
‘It doesn’t get better than this!’

LIKE DAUGHTER

The pair look pretty 
dotty together...
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‘I WASN’T 
SACKED!’

FURIOUS 
DANNI:

Danniella Westbrook has been forced  
to deny reports she was sacked  

from EastEnders after just two weeks.
It’s alleged that the actress – who’s played 

Sam Mitchell on and off since 1990 – was 
written out of the soap by BBC bosses due 
to bad behaviour on set.

It was reported that her contract had 
come to a swift end after just four episodes, 
due to her ‘unprofessional behaviour’.

Sources said Danni, 42 – who suffered 
from cocaine addiction during her first  
stint on the soap – was also banned from 
inviting her toyboy lover, George Arnold,  
24, along to filming.

‘She won’t be back. This is a huge 
opportunity lost for her,’ said the source.

The axe rumours didn’t sit well with 
Danniella, though, and she hit back by 
tweeting, ‘I had two weeks’ work to do  
@bbceastenders. A funeral to shoot. 
Nothing with Peggy or Grant. I was not 
sacked or axed, I just did four episodes.’

Danniella’s spokesperson added, ‘She 
didn’t get fired. It’s absolute lies.’

... but proud mum 
Coco’s loving it
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Grace Henry, Sophie Evans

LIKE MOTHER,

Even Eric had trouble 
knowing where to look!
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STYLEFILE

DON’T GET 
DRESSED 
WITHOUT 

IT!

FACTOR

THE

KAFTAN, £18, 
MATALAN
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GLAMOROUS

SUMMER DROP
CHERYL’S  
RED CARPET 
BEAUTY SECRETS
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YOU NEED 
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Reveal
Steal!

Your life just got easier – we’ve picked this week’s hottest buys 

STATEMENT
SANDALS

Our feet have been fighting 
for freedom for a while, and 

now we’ve spotted these 
colourful fringed-leather 

beauties, I don’t think we can 
ever go back to ankle boots.

DENIM 
DETAILS

There’s no denying denim 
shorts are a summer staple, 

so give yours a new lease 
of life with some fringed 
detailing to add a cool 

hippie vibe to your look.

GOLDEN 
GLOW

Add a D.I.S.C.O vibe to 
your swimwear with this 

show-stopping gold bikini.  
Poolside glamour nailed in 

one shiny swoop.

TOP OF THE
CROPS

This gorge lace bralette 
looks like it’s stepped off 
the catwalk rather than 

the high street. Take note 
from the A-list and wear 

under a blazer for evening 
peekaboo chic.

PLAY IT
COOL

Fun and flirty, a playsuit is 
the way to go. The flattering 

tie-waist on this cute 
number will add definition 

to your middle.

BIKER BABE
We know the British 

summer is all about layering, 
so swap your autumn biker 

jacket for this sleeveless 
number. The mustard hue 

adds a pop of colour, and it’s 
real suede. We’re sold!

FULL BLOOM
Taking florals to a whole 

new level of bold, this 
red shift dress is petal 

perfection. Certain to turn 
heads at any summer soirée. 

WHAT YOU NEED nOw

BACKPACK
BEAUTY

It was love at first sight when 
we spotted this uh-mazing 
backpack. Without a doubt, 
this is a festival essential.

£20
AMERICAN 

EAGLE
OUTFITTERS

£44.99
NEW 
LOOK

£49.99
ZARA

£35
LITTLEWOODS

£25
ASOS.COM

£24
NEXT

£27
GLAMOROUS

.COM

£65
F&F AT 
TESCO
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for you!
Ow

FOLK FUN
An embroidered A-line 
mini teamed with an 

off-the-shoulder floaty 
blouse is a dreamy combo.  
Laid-back, effortless and 
a drop of 70s folk, we’ll 

be wearing this outfit all 
summer long.

TOP, £28,
SKIRT, £28, 

BOTH DOROTHY 
PERKINS

49reveal.co.uk
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GLAMOROUS.COM

The summer drop from glamorous.com has got all 

the trends covered, including fun festival crochet, 

pretty embroidery details and colour-popping 

stripes. Bold and bright, you’re gonna need your 

sunnies to look at this collection, ladies. Even  

K Middy has been spotted in it! Well, if it’s good 

enough for the Duchess, eh?

Spotlight
on

50 reveal.co.uk

£60

£23
£23

£29

£45
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SUNSET 
 COCKTAILS

BEACH 
TO BAR

STATEMENT JACKET three wayS

How to style this week’s must-have for different occasions

JACKET, £16 
BIKINI TOP, £7 

JEANS, £17 
SANDALS, £20 

EARRINGS, £1.50  
ALL PRIMARK

HAT, £10, F&F AT TESCO
DRESS, £39.99, ZARA
SHOES, £29.99, H&M

EARRINGS, £8, MOOD  
BY JON RICHARD

WHY IT 
WORKS
A printed jacket is the 

easiest way to dress 

up the simplest of 

outfits, giving it  

a much-needed  

pick-me-up. Throw 

on over your fave 

jeans or jazz up  

a simple summer 

dress. This one is 

light enough to be  

a beach-worthy 

cover-up, too!  

Super versatile and 

an absolute steal.

£16
PRIMARK

STATEMENT 
JACKET

PARK 
LIFE

TOP, £28, MISS SELFRIDGE
DUNGAREES, £24.99, NEW LOOK

ESPADRILLES, £42, OFFICE
BAG, £22, OASIS 
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SUMMER

3

1

2

5

7

Top manicurist Madeline Poole tips  

us off about Gigi Hadid’s ‘hidden’ nail 

art and we reveal the ‘it’ colour...

TO TRY NOW

4

8

6

TRY KHLOÉ 
KARDASHIAN’S TRICK 

FOR EXTRA ZING. ‘I USE 
A PURE WHITE NAIL 

POLISH AS MY BASE AND, 
I PROMISE YOU, THE 

COLOUR POPS! SO EASY 
AND SO SMART,’ SHE 

REVEALS. CIATÉ LONDON 
PAINT IN WHITE HEAT, £9, 

IS HER FAVE WEAPON. 

THE MUST-DO HUE

Are you a fan of a classic colour block 

talon? Make it light blue. From powder  

to periwinkle, washes of it showed up on 

all the summer runways. Take inspo from 

Alexa Chung (left) who’s modelling Nails 

inc Coconut Bright Nail Polish in Portobello 

Terrace, £15 (1), which boasts hydrating 

coconut water. Or try Barry M Coconut Infusion 

Nail Paint in Laguna, £4.99 (2), with hints of lilac and 

similar coconutty goodness. Fancy something deeper? 

The marine-inspired H&M Nail Polish in Undersea, £3.99 

(3), is slightly teal-toned and ultra-flattering.

For a nod to the trend, play with a hint of colour  

on the tips, just like models on the Tibi catwalk. 

‘Painting straight across – like a French mani  

– is tricky. Instead, swipe on a little dash at  

either side of the tip for a chevron shape,’  

says Sally Hansen’s global colour ambassador, 

Madeline Poole, who’s tended to the talons  

of Kylie Jenner and Bella Hadid.

SPOTS AND
STRIPES 

Good news – it’s out with the intricate 

prints, in with easy-peasy nail art. At 

fashion week, the FROW went wild for 

Madeline’s simple-but-Snapchat-

worthy polka dots and clean lines. 

‘Both are really straight forward. The nail 

underneath is bare so you can easily clean  

up mistakes using a cotton bud and  

nail polish remover,’ she explains.

For neat, circular spots, Madeline  

uses her own DIY tool. She pushes  

a flat-topped metal nail into a rubber  

on the end of a pencil, then dips it  

into the polish and stamps it on.

And for those oh-so-chic lines?  

‘Use a striping brush dipped in polish,’ 

Madeline advises. The Long Striping Brush, £1.75, sparkly-

nails.co.uk works well. ‘Mark where you want the centre of 

the stripe to be. Place the brush from the edge of your nail to 

the centre mark, creating a horizontal line, then turn your nail 

and do the same on the other half. You’ll end up with a straight, 

even stripe,’ Madeline explains. 

Repeat again, making your 

second stripe a little thicker.

Madeline used a palette of polishes, from navy 

to red, although Sally Hansen Complete Salon Manicure in 

Kook-a-Mango, £6.99 (4), gets our vote. Or pick the deeper 

Rimmel London Super Gel in Urban Purple, £5.99 (5),  

if summer sorbets aren’t your thing.

SUPERSTAR
SPARKLE

Rose gold, pewter or 

molten copper – the 

metallic mani’s hot. ‘It’s 

one of the speediest 

looks, as you don’t need  

a topcoat,’ explains 

Madeline. Kylie Jenner’s 

been rocking Sinful Colors 

Kylie Jenner Nail Polish  

in Kreme De La Kreme,  

£3, Superdrug (6),  

from her range. 

At the top end of the fierce- 

o-meter? Gigi Hadid’s sci-fi-

inspired Met Gala manicure (below). 

Her silver falsies featured hidden 

crystals on the underside – a ‘so now’ 

look, reckons Madeline. ‘I like doing  

a chic nude nail with rainbow colours on 

the underside. I call it my “business  

in the front, party in the back”  

look!’ comments Madeline. 

To steal Gigi’s look, the pro suggests  

painting the front and back of  

press-on nails. Try Kiss Full  

Cover Nails in Active Oval, £6.99 

for 100, with Sally Hansen 

Miracle Gel in Buffalo Nickel, 

£9.99 (7). Once dry, pop  

a couple of Elegant Touch  

Pre-Glued Nail Gems,  

£2.95 (8), on the underside 

then stick the falsies  

on with the  

glue provided.
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This summer is 

looking very floaty 

indeed. The classic 

beach maxi can 

also be the ultimate 

garden party and 

wedding guest 

wardrobe staple. 

Team with open-

toed flats for beach 

chic, or heeled 

sandals to be envied 

at every summer 

get-together.

15
best...

of the

1 M&S, £49.50
2 BLUEVANILLA.COM, £20 

3 RIVER ISLAND, £60
4 SUGARHILL BOUTIQUE, £39 

5 MONKI.COM, £35
6 ASOS.COM, £35 

7 LONG TALL SALLY, £60
8 TOPSHOP, £32

9 OASIS, £46
10 MISS SELFRIDGE, £49

11 MANGO, £19.99
12 ZARA, £39.99

13 GLAMOROUS.COM, £35
14 NEW LOOK, £22.99

15 LIQUORNPOKER.CO.UK, £35

SUMMER  
FLORALS  

AND RUFFLES  
ARE HUGE  

THIS SEASON

THIS  
MUST-BUY  
STYLE CAN  

BE WORN WITH 
MULES OR 
TRAINERS
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GET SHIRTY

Hot in the office? Loose, breezy 

and versatile, the shirt dress is a 

summer work-wardrobe wonder. 

Choose tie-waists, or add a belt, for 

shape. Floppy hat and espadrilles 

optional, but definitely encouraged!

4

5

2
3

1

MAXI UPDATE
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CAMI CHIC

Ask us what SS16’s first key buy is?  

The 90s slip dress has been fashion’s 

fixation this season. Update it with 

a tropical-print or pretty patterns 

trimmed with lace and you’ll sail 

through summer.

Feast your eyes on this 

season’s hottest high-street 

frocks (all £60 or under!)

THE LACE 
DETAILING  
IS PERFECT  

FOR DAY- 
TO-NIGHT

POM- 
POMS ADD 

PLAYFULNESS  
TO YOUR 

WARDROBE

DAY DRESSES
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STYLE FILE
You’ll find us at the 

nearest pool party in 

crochet this summer. 

It’s the best dress to 

pack in your suitcase 

if you want to be the 

ultimate fashionista 

at festivals and on the 

beach. Just layer over 

a bikini, add some 

sunnies and throw a 

cocktail in the mix. 

Our obsession with all things denim spills 

over to the world of dresses, with off-duty 

pinafore styles leading the way. Layer them 

with a striped top and some metallic block 

heels for a totally on-trend look.

DONE-UP DENIM

Dare to bare those 

shoulders! Bardot styles are 

sexy without being obvious, 

making this shape a true 

closet keeper. Accessorise 

with a fringed bag to 

capture that effortless  

boho vibe you’ve always 

dreamed of.

BARDOT 
BABE

6

7

9

10

11

12

8

13

14

15

Reveal
Steal!

CROCHET 
COVER-

UPS





Amber Ascro� talks 

trends, tricks and  

game-changing buys…
BEAUTY
insider

STYLE FILE

TIGI Bed Head Beach 

Freak, £14.50

All locks need a post-
sunshine quench. But 
this lightweight milk is 
especially fab for fine, 
damaged blondies  
who find most deep 
conditioners 
too heavy.

Pro:Voke Liquid Blonde 

Colour Activating 

Treatment Shampoo, £4.99

I love this brand’s purple 
shampoos for boosting 
cool, platinum hues. But 
this new twice-a-week 
formula’s fab for those 

who prefer 
warm, golden 
tones.

Moroccanoil 

Dry Shampoo 

Light Tones, £14.85

A unique dry shampoo 
that doesn’t just zap 
grease brilliantly, 
it uses subtle violet 
undertones to banish 
brassiness, too. Pricey, 
but a can lasts for ages.

Nab a free Max Factor Voluptuous 

Mascara, worth £11.99, when you buy 

Lacoste Touch of Pink, from £24.99, 

at The Perfume Shop until June 6*.

Those babes at St Tropez 

have answered all my 

bronzing prayers with the 

launch of a darker version of 

its revolutionary in-shower 

tan. St Tropez In Shower 

Tanning Lotion Golden Glow 

Medium, £14.50, Boots, has 

the same speedy formula 

(pop on wet skin, wait three 

minutes then rinse) and 

left me golden after  

two applications.

I’m still not over Chezza’s killer Cannes 

get-up. That lip, the frock! Cooing over 

it, too? I’ve got the behind-the-scenes 

scoop. There was a right bargain behind 

her fuchsia pout. She wore the new 

L’Oréal Paris Infallible Sexy Balm in Bold 

Adventure, £4.99 (1), a super-hydrating 

balm with a hefty kick of colour. For a 

3D effect, her make-up artist highlighted 

the centre with an irridescent powder.

As a L’Oréal Paris ambassador, it’s no 

surprise Cheryl’s peepers were courtesy 

of the beauty giant. She worked a brown 

smoky eye with a hint of pink at the 

centre, using L’Oréal Paris La Palette in 

Nude Rose, £12.99 (2). I’m a fellow fan –  

it doesn’t leave messy fall-out like other 

shadows can. Topshop Contour Wand, £12 

(3), is ideal for cheating her cheekbones. 

And to recreate those lashes? Her own 

Cheryl Lashes by Eylure in Lengthening  

114, £5.25 (4), are fabulously fluttery.

She might have looked smoking but 

Cheryl revealed she’s no stranger to  

a pre-pap nervy moment. ‘I get jelly legs! 

Before I step out, I take a deep breath 

and check everything is OK with my 

dress. One year I had a disaster with 

nail varnish. The nail was smudged, the 

dress was marked and I had to 

cover it with my bag!’ 

she says.

CANNES GLAM

Just landed...

Genius!

57reveal.co.uk
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SUMMER 
BLONDE 

BOOSTERS

You NEED to know...

‘Eva [Longoria] 
is really good at 

selfies. I’m so bad 
at them. But the 

main thing is good 
light and don’t put 

your chin down,’ 
comments  

Cheryl

4
1

2

3



faShioniSta
She’s schmoozing her way round town, bringing you what’s  

hot and what’s really not. Remember, you read it here first

There’s nothing like getting a slice of 

designer action at high-street prices, 

so I’m super-happy to see that Julien 

Macdonald has once again teamed up 

with Matalan to launch an über-glam 

summer line. The range includes 

lingerie, nightwear and beachwear, 

all in Julien’s signature colourful 

style. Perfect for an exotic getaway,  

or just to look glamorous while 

lounging around at home – no  

excuse for unsightly joggers!

58

TREAT YOUR FEET
I’m totally embracing my inner cat lady 
with these puuuurfect (sorry) black flip 
flops from the Charlotte Olympia Loves 

Havaianas collection. The three-piece range 
also includes a blush-pink Charlotte’s Web 

design and a red leopard-mascot pair. 
Although a little on the pricey side, the 

quality is top, and they’ll definitely last me 
from one summer to the next. Plus it sorts 
me out for National Flip Flop day on June 

17 (yes, it’s a thing, apparently!)
TOP, £15

BOTTOM, £10,  
MATALAN

£12

£18

£16

£18

£6

£40

£45

£85

reveal.co.uk
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TRAVEL 
IN STYLE

If you want your suitcase to look as 
stylish as you do (and, let’s face it, who 
doesn’t?), check out the new Amelia line 
from Oliver Bonas. Named after Amelia 

Earhart, the first female aviator to fly 
solo across the Atlantic, the collection 

features chic travel accessories in a 
super-sweet pastel palette… dreamy!  

The jewellery case is a particular 
must-have, solving all my 
tangled-up necklace woes.

£10

£14£16

Evans has launched a campaign showcasing a bevy of plus-size beauties 
brought together to show how diverse women can be. I’ve spotted a few familiar faces in the squad, with the likes of US model Hayley Hasselhoff 
and blogger Callie Thorpe rocking the latest looks from Evans’ spring/ summer line. All the ladies shot in the promo represent body confidence and their own unique style. Pretty inspirational stuff, eh, ladies? Check out the campaign vid online at Evans.co.uk

If you’re as obsessed with your 
phone as I am, it could be time 
to give it a little spruce-up 
with an eye-catching new case. 
These quirky ones from Daisy 
Street are doing the trick for 
me, being the avocado-and-
unicorn-loving fashionista  
that I am. At £9.99 each, I’ll 
take one to go with every outfit.

EVANS’ NEW #IAMME CAMPAIGN

PHONE CASE, £9.99, 
DAISYSTREET.CO.UK

On the case

STYLE FILE
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Stella McCartney masters 

the trend by mixing a 

classic polo shirt with 

sporty mesh fabrics. The 

classic monochrome hue 

keeps it sleek and smart. 

Game on!

1 TOP, £7.99, BERSHKA.COM 2 TOP, £26, GLAMOROUS.COM 3 DRESS, £28, TOPSHOP 4 TRAINERS, £70, PUMA  
5 BACKPACK, £19.99, LAMODA.CO.UK 6  JACKET, £17.99, NEW LOOK 7 BODY, £12, RIVER ISLAND  

8 DRESS, £38, SIMPLY BE 9 POLO, £24, DOROTHY PERKINS 10 TROUSERS, £22.99, STRADIVARIUS.COM

Comfy and cool, sportswear 

has gone mainstream, making 

it totally acceptable to wear 

your joggers to work (finally!) 

TRAINERS WILL ADD 
A SPORTY TWIST 

TO ANY LOOK. TRY 
TEAMING WITH A SLIP 

DRESS OR PLEATED 
MIDI FOR 90S STREET 

-STYLE VIBES.

SPOR

STELLA 
MCCARTNEY

Gigi Hadid  

shows us the  

sports luxe trend 

is even red-carpet-

worthy. Sporty  

and feminine,  

she complements  

her yellow co-ord 

with slicked back 

hair for that just-

got-out-of-the- 

pool look.

GIGI
 HADID

GO FOR AIRTEX- 
STYLE FABRICS 

AND SPORTY 
NECKLINES, AND 
YOU’LL BE ONTO  

A WINNER.

1

2

3

4

5
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STATEMENT EARRINGS
£8.50, SMASHGLAM.COM

6

8

ORTS LUXE
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Ditch the jeans and 

nail off-duty chic à la 

Kendall Jenner with a 

head-to-toe tracksuit 

combo. First spotted 

on the Chloe SS16 

catwalk, the model 

looks oh-so-stylish 

teaming hers with 

suede pumps.

KENDALL 
JENNER

10

A FITTED BODY 
WILL HELP 

BALANCE OUT 
WIDE-LEGGED 

TRACKIES FOR A 
MORE FEMININE 

SHAPE.

FRILLY BLOUSE
£32, ASOS.COM

PLEATED MIDI
£26.99, NEW LOOK

BLOCK HEEL
£75, DUNE

MIX JOGGERS 
WITH TAILORED 
SEPARATES TO 

SMARTEN THEM 
UP. DON’T BE 

AFRAID TO FINISH 
OFF WITH A PAIR 
OF HEELS, TOO.

7

9
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Victoria Beckham has come a long way since 
her Spice Girls, pout-loving, LBD days (though 
the pout’s still there, natch). From Posh to 
polished, she’s now a bona fide style icon…

D odgy bandanas, bodycons and  
his ’n’ hers outfits, singer-turned-

WAG-turned-fashion-designer Vicky B,  
42, has had some memorable outfits over 
the years (and some we’re sure she’d 
rather forget).

And it’s not just her wardrobe that’s 
transformed, Mrs Beckham’s hair  
has been on a serious roller-coaster  

ride, too. From the famous ‘Pob’ to  
blonde highlights and even a full-on 
bleached crop, it’s been a bumpy journey 
to reach her signature sophis’ style we  
all know and love.

We’ve grown up with our fave Spice  
Girl and looking at these snaps has got  
us feeling all nostalgic. Join us as we take 
a little trip down memory lane, ladies…

STYLE
EVOLUTIONWho Do You Think You Are? 

Platforms, and colour-popping 
mini-dresses – Victoria and 
her bandmates were hard to 
miss in their heyday.

Her first 
venture into 
the fashion 
world, taking 
to the catwalk 
in 2000. 
These green 
hot pants  
and punky 
hair were  
a world away 
from today’s 
refined 
runway style.

Victoria, are you 
Out Of Your Mind? 
Leathers and biker 
gloves, topped off 
with a bandana?! 
We don’t know why 
you’re smiling in 
this one, Vic…

Matchy-matchy 
in one of 
many colour 
co-ordinated 
outfits with 
hubby David, 
showing they 
just get better 
with age.

1998

2000

2001 2003
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Big hair, floaty 
frock – Vicky  
B proves she 
is queen of the 
WAGs. She 
is starting to 
perfect her 
trademark leg-
in-front-hand-
on-hip pose, too.

Posh turns Sporty in an 
England vest teamed with 
hot pants, heeled boots and 
oversized sunnies. WAG culture 
in full swing. (Oh, hiya, Cheryl!)

Flashing a pink neon 
bra under her equally 
garish animal-print 
minidress, Posh 
shows off those 
famous pins and her 
new, blonde, LA crop.

Posh’s on-point, 
sleek style of today. 
As every Spice Girl 
fan knows, ‘Easy V 
doesn’t come for free, 
she’s a real lady… ’

2005
2007

2006 2016
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A fter her surprise split from 
husband Jamie Hince last 
summer, Kate Moss has 
spent the best part of a year 

getting close to eccentric aristocrat 
Count Nikolai von Bismarck. 

And though their hook-up raised 
eyebrows from the start, things came 
to a head recently when Kate decided 
her 29-year-old toyboy had finally 
taken things too far. 

The pair were on holiday in the 
Cotswolds when it’s said that Count 
Nikolai began hallucinating and 
jumped out of a window to chase  
an imaginary intruder. 

One insider reported, ‘Nikolai 
was acting a little bit crazy in the 
Cotswolds, and it brought everything 
to a head. Kate wants him sorted out. 
Nikolai is generally looking worse for 
wear at the moment.’

Kate then jetted off to Cannes solo 
– but not before kicking Nikolai out of 
her home and reportedly insisting that 
he attends rehab if he wants to stand a 
chance of keeping her. Nikolai’s family 
refused to comment on reports that he 
went into a clinic.

The source added, ‘There are some 
problems he’ll have to sort out, with 
friends warning him that he’ll lose 

Kate if he doesn’t change.’
Nikolai is the great-great-grandson 

of Prince Otto von Bismarck, the  
19th-century ‘Iron Chancellor’ of 
Prussia, and heir to a multi-million-
pound fortune. The aristocrat makes 
a living as a society photographer, and 
moves in distinguished circles thanks 
to his mum Debbie’s connections – she 
styled Princesses Beatrice and Eugenie 
for Kate and Wills’ wedding.

But it’s what Nikolai gets up to in his 
spare time that has concerned some  
in Kate’s circle. He once admitted to 
drinking cow’s blood during a trip to 
Ethiopia, and his debauched parties 
are the stuff of legend.

Could this latest drama mean the 
end for Kate, 42, and her aristocratic 
lover? If so, it’ll be the latest in a long 
line of romance disasters for the 
unlucky-in-love supermodel. 

Which begs the question, why? 
As a supermodel, surely Kate  

has the world’s most desirable men 
falling at her feet. Yet, time and again, 
she seems to tire of the more sensible 
suitors, reverting back to her beloved 
bad boys, with the heartbreak and 
complications they always seem to 
bring with them.

Let’s look at the evidence…

She’s the 
supermodel with 
killer looks and 
a dazzling array 
of showbiz pals, 
so why does Kate 
Moss always fall 
for wrong ’uns 
when it comes to 
her love life? 

ADDICTED 
TO BAD BOYS
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Will Nikolai go the way 
of all Kate’s past loves?

Kate’s still turning 
heads the world over



 celebs

JAMIE HINCE 
She then moved on to 
another rocker – but The 
Kills guitarist Jamie Hince 
was nowhere near as wild 
as his predecessor and,  
for a long time, it looked 
like Kate was finally  
ready to settle down  
with a decent chap. 

The pair got married in 
2011 and settled into an 
idyllic married life split 
between homes in London 
and the Cotswolds. 

‘I don’t really go to clubs 
any more. I’m actually 
quite settled, living in 
Highgate with my dog 
and my husband and my 

daughter. I’m not a hell-
raiser. But don’t burst the 
bubble. Behind closed 
doors, for sure I’m a hell-
raiser!’ she later said. 

Yet, four years into their 
marriage, trouble was 
brewing, and Jamie, 47, 
was spotted in a clinch 
with a Victoria’s Secret 
model. Had he turned into 
yet another bad boy? 

Apparently not. Reports 
last year suggested that it 
was, in fact, Kate who had 
tired of playing housewife 
in the countryside and 
instigated the break-up.

Hannah Doyle

Her roll call of relationships that  
just didn’t go the distance…

S

KATE’S LOVES

JOHNNY DEPP
Kate dated actor Johnny Depp, now 52, in the 90s, and 
they quickly became the grunge era’s pin-up couple. 

With Johnny at that time running notorious LA 
nightclub The Viper Room, he and Kate hit the party 
scene and reportedly enjoyed a hedonistic lifestyle. 

The couple split in 1997 amid talk that he was tired 
of her clinginess, and Kate later said, ‘There’s nobody that’s ever really been able to take 
care of me. Johnny did for a bit. If I said, “What do I do?”, he’d tell me. And that’s what  
I missed when I left. I really lost that gauge of somebody I could trust. Nightmare. Years 
and years of crying. Oh, the tears!’

JEFFERSON HACK
After another spell of wild 
partying, Kate met magazine 
publisher Jefferson Hack  
in the early noughties, and  
fell pregnant. 

At the time, Jefferson’s 
mum said, ‘Jeff will look  
after her and be faithful, 
I am sure. He’s had two or 
three girlfriends, but he’s not 
a womaniser. I know she has 
had some problems, but Kate 
is marvellously well now, 
and they are so happy. She 

knows she can rely on him – 
nothing is more important 
to a woman.’

Kate gave birth to Lila 
Grace, now 13, in 2002, 
and split from Jefferson 
a year later. But they 
have remained close and, 
when Kate’s crumbling 
marriage to Jamie Hince 
was hitting the headlines, 
it was Jefferson, 44, who 
joined her as they jetted 
off to escape the scrutiny. 

PETE DOHERTY
Kate hooked up with The Libertines musician, junkie and 
convicted criminal Pete Doherty in 2005. 

The pair hit the party scene hard and Kate was pictured 
allegedly snorting cocaine in a recording studio while dating 
Pete. She has never publicly commented on the story.

After two years, their tumultuous romance ended in tears, 
and Pete, 37, later said his biggest regret was not keeping an 
eye on a beloved teddy bear that didn’t survive the break-
up. ‘My sister gave him to me as a huge gesture of love and 
kinship,’ he said. ‘He ended up getting burnt by Kate along 
with a lot of other stuff when we split up.

‘There was no need for that unless she simply wanted to 
cause me as much emotional damage as possible.’
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How can I tell if my girlfriend  
is faking an orgasm? 

Tom, Durham
Do you really want to know? If you can’t 
tell at the moment, why not just enjoy the 
sex you’re having? Wanting to give your 
girlfriend pleasure is a good thing. Ask her 
what she likes, listen closely and try it. But 
sometimes both men and women are just a 
bit knackered, and go through the motions. 
There doesn’t have to be a shattering orgasm 
each time. Just enjoy the intimacy. 

How safe is vaping?
Max, Brighton

E-cigarettes are much safer 
for you than conventional 
cigarettes, and switching 
to them is one of the best 
things you can do for 
your health. There is good 
evidence that suggests 
current or ex-smokers 
benefit from the change. 
E-cigarettes also don’t 
seem to encourage people 
who don’t smoke to take 
up smoking. There are 
apparently 2.1 million 
vapers in the UK already. 
They may one day overtake 
the 10 million smokers.

Is marriage healthy  

for women? 
Amber, Perth

Only if they’re happy.  

Men tend to live longer  

in both happy and  

unhappy marriages, 

probably because  

women still do most  

of the housework. But 

women only seem to live 

longer in happy marriages. 

Men often don’t live long 

after the death of a spouse, 

whereas women do very 

well as widows. This is 

probably because they are 

used to coping, are good  

at fending for themselves 

and have better social 

networks than men. 

Can sound waves  
be used to zap 
prostate cancer?

Scott, Cirencester
In some cases, yes. 
Sound waves can 
be targeted to cook 
certain types of 
prostate cancers. It 
works by killing the 
tumour but leaving 
the surrounding tissue 
intact. The hope is that 
this procedure will  
cause fewer side-
effects than surgery, 
such as incontinence 
and impotence.  
This technology has 
been around for a 
while, but scientists 
have only now found 
ways of using it  
more accurately. 

Is it healthy to go commando?
Melissa, Luton

A surprising number of women don’t 
wear knickers. Many say they feel more 
comfortable, confident and liberated 
without them, some want to avoid a  
VPL, others do it for health reasons.  
Pants that are too tight can squeeze  
the abdomen, making it uncomfortable, 
and increase the risk of thrush and urine 
infections. Cheap material can also make 
the likelihood of contracting an infection 
greater. Most women wear pants during a 
period and if they’re wearing a short skirt. 
But, apart from that, it’s totally up to you. 

TRUST ME
I’M A DOCTOR

IS SHE 
FAKING IT?

LIFE AS  
A WIFE

TRY TO 
SWITCH 
TO E-CIGS

KNICKERS OR NOT?

Dr Phil
TV’s Dr Phil Hammond answers your questions and  

gives it to you straight on the big health issues

 health

Dr Phil says: ‘Learn to relax and try to  
remove all the clutter from your mind ’

Dr Phil is back at The Edinburgh Fringe.  
For more info and tickets, visit edfringe.com.

THE 

SEX
QUESTION

HAVE YOU GOT A QUESTION FOR DR PHIL? EMAIL HIM AT dr.phil@revealmagazine.co.uk 
FOR DR PHIL’S TOUR DATES AND NEW BOOK, STAYING ALIVE, GO TO   drphilhammond.com Dr Phil regrets that he cannot reply to emails personallyIL
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Designated drivers rejoice!  
This easy mocktail is so 
refreshing and won’t leave 
you feeling left out. Perfect 

if you fancy going booze-free at  
a summer gathering!

Alternatively, you could whip up  
a batch of berry ice cubes to add  
to any summer punch to help keep  
it cooler for longer! 

The berry ice cubes give this drink 
a pretty party feel. Make it in a large 
jug and let it sit for 10 minutes before 
serving – that way the ice cubes begin 
to melt, and the berry juices colour  
the drink a delicate pink.

INGREDIENTS
150g mixed berries, such as raspberries,  
strawberries (hulled) and blueberries
125ml elderflower cordial
Sparkling mineral water
Elderflowers, to garnish

METHOD
 Divide the berries between the  

ice-cube tray holes and top up with 
still water. Freeze for two hours  
or until frozen.

 Unmould the ice cubes into a large 
pitcher (jug) or four tall glasses and 
pour in the elderflower cordial. Top  
up with sparkling water, garnish with 
a few elderflowers, and serve.

Marvellous
mocktail
ELDERFLOWER  
& BERRY CUP

MOCKTAILS, CORDIALS, 
INFUSIONS, SYRUPS, AND MORE 
Published by Dog ’n’ Bone  
Books, £12.99, Photography  
© Dog ’n’ Bone 2016

This delicious 
drink is bursting 

with summer 
flavours
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BRITAIN’S 
GOT TALENT: 
THE FINAL

The semi-finals have been a hard-fought 
contest, filled with triumphs and tears – 
but now we have our finalists and we’re 
ready to crown the winner of Britain’s Got 
Talent 2016. Simon Cowell, Amanda Holden, 
David Walliams and Alesha Dixon have 
done all they can – and now they’re waiting 
just like us to see who triumphs. With top 
performances from some big-name stars 
on the night, too – there’s going to be 
more than just the hopefuls in the pool  
of talent on display. Who will win the 
£250,000 and a coveted spot on the  
Royal Variety Performance?
ITV, Saturday May 28, 7.30pm

Myleene Klass (below) never planned to be 
a single mum to Hero and Ava, and she still 
struggles with it – so she sets out to discover 
why single mums feel like they get such a 
hard time. She speaks to self-proclaimed 
‘welfare queen’ Marie Buchan, an unemployed 
single mother-of-eight who declared £26,000 
in benefits wasn’t enough. Myleene also goes 
to Wales to live with a struggling single mum 
of three – plus teen mums, and single dads. Is 
it really an easy life, or a life on the breadline?
ITV, Tuesday May 31, 9pm

Reveal’s Carena Crawford 

picks this  week’s TV 

highlights

7D
AY

S

A lavish new series full of intrigue and power 
struggles comes to the Beeb. Set in Versailles, 
France, in 1667, Louis XIV is 28 years old and  
will soon be recognised as the greatest of kings. 
Haunted by a bitter civil war, he’s determined to 
bring his rich courtiers to heel and establish power 
and he has a plan – to turn his father’s hunting lodge 
into the most magnificent chateau in Europe, The 
Palace of Versailles. The idea is it will protect him, 
be perfect for romance – and so keep the nobility 
from Paris under his control. But in an intoxicating 
world of flamboyance, secrets, love and war – will it? 
BBC Two, Wednesday June 1, 9.30pm
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SINGLE MUMS
ON BENEFITS

MYLEENE KLASS: 

Maxine Peake, John 
Hannah and Elaine Paige 

star in Russell T Davies’ new 
adaptation of Shakespeare’s  

A Midsummer Night’s Dream on BBC 
One. The classic tale of wild comedy, 

high drama, and magic has been 
brought to life in a fantastical 

way, on Monday May 30 
at 8.30pm.

DON’T MISS!
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 TV

CORONATION STREET  SARAH CONFESSES

THIS WEEK’S SOAP
HIGHLIGHTS

With Jane still unconscious in hospital 
and Lauren back home demanding 
answers about locked-up Max – Ian  
is struggling to cope. As the family 
anxiously wait to hear if Bobby will  
be charged, a torn Ian heads to the 
police station with his son. Will the 
law enforcers take Bobby to task?  
And can a determined Ian fix his 
family before it’s too late?
BBC One, Mon & Fri, 8pm,  
Tue & Thu, 7.30pm

As the Platts face questioning over 
Callum’s death, David takes charge 
and steers the police in Jason’s way. 
A furious Jase can’t believe the family 
would implicate him to cover their 
own tracks. Todd talks to Sarah to 
find out why they’re trying to frame 
Jason and she confesses she’s to 
blame for Callum’s death. Will Todd 
go to the police or protect Sarah?
ITV, Mon & Fri, 7.30pm  
& 8.30pm, Wed, 7.30pm

Belle is concerned when she realises 
Lachlan has pictures of her with 
Doctor Bailey and she’s horrified when 
she finds out he’s sent them to Cain. 
Cain heads to the surgery and confronts 
Bailey in front of his wife, Angie.  
As the Dingles reel from news of the 
affair, Belle’s stunned when Angie 
turns up at the factory and confronts 
her. How will Belle handle the fall out?
ITV, Mon-Wed, 7pm,  
Thu, 7pm & 8pm, Fri, 7pm

It’s the day of Cleo’s trial and Nathan’s 
desperate for justice for his dead 
fiancée Rachel. After the verdict, 
Nathan has a movie night with Holly 
and it’s clear they’re growing closer. 
Marnie is desperate to help her son 
move on with his life, and when she 
later spots Holly and Nathan kissing 
outside the Emporium, it looks like 
he’s taken his mum’s advice. But is he 
really ready for this?
Channel 4, Mon-Fri, 6.30pm

Caroline Flack is dusting off her Cupid’s bow and 
heading back to a sun-filled paradise, as she welcomes  
a new group of stunning singles. They’re all there to 
enjoy some summer lovin’ and compete for the big cash 
prize. As the hopefuls head to the luxury villa, they’ll 
find their temperatures soaring as they see the new 
outdoor gym – perfect for showing off their torsos – 
and a redesigned love shack. There’s a new app, which 
means we can vote which singles should enter the villa 
and shake things up, and who should be sent home. 
Prepare for six-packs, bikini bodies and lots of bed 
swapping, but will love shine through the pound signs?
ITV2, Monday May 30-Friday June 3, 9pm

DON’T MISS!
New documentary 

series The Big C & Me on 
BBC One follows nine people in 
the UK with cancer. Filmed over 

a year, we’ll be with them as they 
and their families experience all 

the disease throws at them. 
Starting on Wednesday 

June 1 at 9pm.

LOVE ISLAND

EASTENDERS BEALES AT CRISIS POINT

EMMERDALE BELLE’S AFFAIR REVEALED

HOLLYOAKS HOLLY AND NATHAN KISS
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classified

WOMEN CALL FREEWOMEN CALL FREE

0800 = Free

0871 908 1577
0871 908 6682

MEN:
GAY:

0800 075 85930800 075 8593

CHAT OR DATE

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 13p per min +
your network’s access charge. 0800 = free.

Live calls recorded. SP:4D.

0800 075 8594
0871 908 1581
0871 908 6687

WOMEN:
MEN:
GAY:

per min

CHAT OR DATECHAT OR DATE

13p13p
WOMEN
CHAT
FREE!

WOMEN
CHAT
FREE!

CREDIT CARD FREEPHONE

LIVE
TAROT

Cards of fortune

55p
only

permin

Only £19 for 35 mins or £25 for 45 mins

0905 365 1269
0800 075 8049

18+. 09=55p per min + your network’s access charge.
Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only.

SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

18+. H/desk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 13p per min.
Network extras apply. Live calls recorded.

SP: 4D.

0800 075 4746

It’s
free

girls!

CALL NOW!
Chat and date to 100s

of guys online right now!

0800 075 8775

Chat & Date
Start chatting, get dating,

have some fun!Women call FREEon:
0800 075 9395

0871 908 1585
0871 908 6685

men:
gay:

13p
per min

0800 075 8774
Women chat for FREE

100s of men and women
online right now looking
for chat, friendship and love.

Chat or Date

18+. 09=60p per min + your network’s access charge.
Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only.

SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

CREDIT CARD FREEPHONE

20 mins for £12 or 40 mins for £24

0906 615 0396

0800 075 8278

VisionsSPIRITUAL

per min

Only

60p

18+. 09=55p per min + your network’s access charge.
Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only. SP:PSL.

Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

18+. 09=55p per min + your network’s access charge.
Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only. SP:PSL.

Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

live Tarot

0905
355
1290

Your questions answered!

Readings

55p per
min

£19 for 35 mins or £25 for 45 mins

Credit/Debit Card

0800 075 9067

Text Chat

men: ‘mreveal’
women: ‘ereveal’

gay: ‘greveal’

FREE*
FOR

WOMEN

£1.50 for 5 msgs sent/recvd thereafter.

1st 5 msgs FREE *

text to:

69866
18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9616. *Standard network charges

apply. Women: Network charges only. Send STOP to 69866
to stop. You may be sent free mktg msgs for similar

services. Text NO INFO to 69866 to opt out. IP: X-On.
18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0800 = free.

Live calls recorded. SP=4D.

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 13p per min +
your network’s access charge. 0800 = free.

Live calls recorded. SP:4D.

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0800 = free.
Live calls recorded. SP=4D. 18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0800 = free.

Live calls recorded. SP=4D.

£1.50 FOR 1ST 15 MSGS
SENT/RECVD, £1.50 FOR
6 MSGS SENT/RECVD

THEREAFTER.

Text now!

TEXT ‘GRVL’ to 88199

GAY TEXT

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9616. Standard network charges
apply. Send STOP to 88199 to stop. You may be sent free

mktg msgs for similar services. Text NO INFO to 88199
to opt out. IP: X-On.

0903 077 0023
18+. 09 = 80p per min + your network’s access charge.

Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only.
SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9626.

Live Spiritual and Tarot Readings

80p
per min

18+. 09 = 55p per min + your network’s access
charge. Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes

only. SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

0905 355 3903
WWW.PSYCHICSWITCHBOARD.CO.UK

0800 075 6783

CREDIT CARD FREEPHONE
– £21 for 40 mins or £29 for 1 hour

55p
Our sincere &

gifted readers can
guide you 24/7

per min

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 13p per min
+ your network’s access charge. Live calls recorded.

SP:4D.

PER MIN

GAY CHAT
PER MIN

ONLY

0871 908 1479
13P

0800 075 8056

0905 355 1331

£19 for 35 mins or £25 for 45 mins

Debit/Credit Card

55p
per min

only

Live 1-2-1
Tarot

Readings

Know your future today!

Get 10 minutes of spiritual
insight for only

Call 0800 067 8584
Or call 0906 176 8584 at £1.53 per minute
plus network extras via your phone bill

Psychic
Reading

*£2.90 offer is available to new customers only. Valid for first 10 mins. Calls for entertainment purposes only.
18+ only. Standard T&Cs apply

Do You Love Style& Fashion?
Start earningmoney doing a job you’ll love...
Train to be an Image Consultant & Personal Shopper
with leading industry experts Image Professional™

www.imageprofessional.co.uk
CALL 01273 494396 NOW

Planning a holiday to Orlando?
 I am a Personal Travel Planner with 

DreamFinder Travel;
Authorized Disney Vacation Planners

Email penny@dreamfindertravel.net
or find me on Facebook as

Penny’s Magical Vacations
with DreamFinder Travel

Come and cook!
020 7439 5500 

www.goodhousekeeping.co.uk/
institute/cookery-school

VISIT
www.hearstmagazines.co.uk

SUBSCRIBE TO ONE OF OUR
TOP-SELLING MAGAZINES
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With its Britannia-inspired 
packaging, this luxurious Eton 
Mess hand wash from Baylis 
& Harding is a 
welcome addition 
to our bathrooms. 
Feeling patriotic? 
Show your pride 
with some 
red, white 
and blue 
nail-art. 
Topshop’s  
got you 
covered 
(see their 
right royal 
shades, 
above).  

Reveal magazine, ISSN 1745-1434, is published weekly by National Magazine Company Ltd, trading as Hearst Magazines UK, 72 Broadwick Street, London W1F 9EP. Reveal is a trademark of Hearst Magazines. All rights reserved.  

No part of Reveal may be reproduced or used in any form or by any means, either wholly or in part, without the prior written permission of the publisher. Not to be resold, lent, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of trade at more than the recommended retail price  

(subject to VAT in Republic of Ireland) or in a mutilated condition. Printed at Wyndeham Peterborough Ltd, Storeys Bar Road, Peterborough PE1 5YS. The Editor reserves the right to shorten or modify any material submitted. We regret that we cannot be liable for the safe custody or return of any material.  

The publishers, editors and authors accept no responsibility in respect of products, goods or services that may be advertised or referred to in this issue, or for any errors, omissions, misstatements or mistakes in any such advertisements or references. All prices are correct at time of going to press.  

Reveal is distributed by Condé Nast & The National Magazine Company Ltd (COMAG), Tavistock Road, West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 7QE (tel: 01895 433 600).

Olivia-Anne Cleary

Mini butterfly cakes  (above) are bound to be
popular with guests, and you can also enjoy
a taste of the high life with Hotel Chocolat’s 
delicious Pink Grand Champagne Truffles. But it’s 
not all about the royals! Award yourself a Queen 
of Awesomeness (that’s you) chocolate bar. 

Indulge in the nation’s 
favourite pastime with an 
elegant Earl Grey tea caddy. 
For those who don’t share 
the Queen’s taste in tea, this 
aromatic English 
Rose caddy 
is the perfect 
alternative. And 
you simply can’t 
have afternoon 
tea without a pot 
to serve it in! We 
like this one (right), 
specially made for the 
Queen’s 90th birthday.

You may not be living a  

jet-set life, but you can still 

travel in style with a smart 

passport holder in a cute 

patriotic-doggie print.  

We’re also fans of this 

Buckingham Palace-themed 

iPhone 6 case. Attention!

The Queen’s 90th Birthday Special

Head of sta
17/05/2016   18:02

PATRIOTIC BEAUTY

TEA-SINGLY GOOD

FIT FOR 
A QUEEN

❱ Earl Grey caddy 
£7.95, John Lewis

❱ English Rose 
caddy, £15, 
Whittard

❱ Tea pot, £12, 
Sainsbury’s

❱ £4.50, amazon.co.uk

❱ £4, M&S

❱ £20, Hotel Chocolat

❱ £2.54,  
happyjackson.com

ROYAL FEAST

❱ £8, cathkidston.com

❱ £19.95, 
cathkidston.com

❱ £2.15, Baylis & Harding

❱ ‘AWOL’, £5, 
Topshop

❱ ‘Pillar Box’, 
£5, Topshop

❱ ‘Spilled Milk’, 
£5, Topshop



Former TOWIE star 
and fitness guru Lucy 
Mecklenburgh, 24, 
confesses to her pasta 
addiction and reveals 
she has a cheeky 
crush on Hollywood 
hottie Zac Efron

HAPPIEST 
MOMENT?
Getting to 
the top of 
Kilimanjaro. 
It was 
literally 
the most 
incredible 
moment of my life. I did it 
for one of my trainers at 
Results with Lucy, who’s 
got cystic fibrosis. For me, 
seeing her get to the top 
and knowing how 
much it meant to her 
was the most amazing 
feeling in the world.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE… 
FOOD?
If I’m having a treat, it would 
have to be pasta. Usually  
I wouldn’t go near it, but that’s  
my go-to cheat meal. My favourite 
is a seafood linguine.

ITEM OF CLOTHING?
I think it’s got to be  
a black leather jacket. 
No matter where 
you’re going, it just 
works, day and night.

MAN CRUSH?
That’s easy – Zac 
Efron! I was going to 
say because he’s tall, 
dark and handsome, 
but I don’t even know 
how tall he is! 

HANGOVER CURE?
Ice-cold coconut 
water, followed  
by some good 
complex carbs. 

GIRL CRUSH?
Jessica 
Alba. She’s 
got an 
amazing, 

athletic 
physique and 
everything she 
eats and uses is 
natural. She looks 
really healthy 
and she’s always 
glowing. Plus, she’s a hard worker 
and a mum as well, and I like that.

Love
it!
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BOOK?
I’ve just started 

reading The Stylist by 
Rosie Nixon, and I’m 
really enjoying it.

HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
I’d love to go back to Rome.  
I went there for a photoshoot, 
but didn’t really get the 
chance to look around. The 
bits I did see were stunning!

TV SHOW?
I’m a bit of a soaps fan. I’m one of 

those people that watches Hollyoaks on 
Channel 4, then the next episode on E4. 

Then I’ll watch Corrie and EastEnders!

HOBBY? 
I don’t have time for a hobby, I’m 

always working! But I’d really love to 
get back into ballet or learn some 

more aerial hoop and trapeze, 
like when I was on the show 
Tumble. But it’s not a main 
priority is it, swinging  
around in a hoop?

Beach Body and Beach Body Plus 
available at Results with Lucy 
(www.resultswithlucy.com) 

PERFUME?
Ooh, Tom Ford, 
Black Orchid –  
it’s lush!

WORKOUT ROUTINE?
I’ll usually warm up with a blast  
of cardio like skipping, then about 
10 minutes of abs training, and 
then loads of planks.

Oh, what a 
lovely smell!

Zac is filming 
for Baywatch

Jessica Alba is 
always glowing

Lucy appeared on 
Tumble in 2014
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We can’t quite believe it, but 
summer is here at last! After months 
of shivering under layers of knitwear, 
it’s time to pack away our winter 
wardrobes at last.

With the changing weather, we’re 
bringing you this fabulous Slimming 
World supplement, so you can get 
ready for the sunny months ahead.

After our February special, 
thousands of you became Slimming 
World members using our exclusive 
offer. So, now, we’re giving even 
more of our readers the opportunity 
to join a local group. Time and 
time again, you’ve told us that this 
weight-loss plan really works. After 
all, it’s a lifestyle change, not a diet!

Whether you’re cooking for one, 
or looking for a seven-day eating 
plan to boost your bikini confidence, 
you’ll find heaps of recipes inside. 
For inspiration, read our incredible 
real-life slimmers’ stories. They’re 
now happier and healthier than ever 
since joining Slimming World. We’re 
even giving you a chance to join for 
free with our membership offer (see 
p3). Enjoy, and have a fab summer!

We’d love to hear your success 
stories at facebook.
com/revealmagazine  
or tweet us  
@RevealMag.

Paisley Gilmour, Editor 
of Reveal’s Slimming 
World supplement

COULD THIS 
SUMMER BE 
YOUR BEST YET?

4 ‘We’re proud to show off our  
bikini bodies’
Confidence is key, and these three 
slimmers have now got bucket loads  
of the stuff after losing more than  
14st between them!

6 Seven days to a slimmer you
Maximise your weight loss with  
a week’s worth of tasty meals

10 ‘I’m finally free from  
yo-yo eating’
Since finding a healthy lifestyle  
she loves, India has turned her 
back on emotional eating

12 All yours
These delicious recipes make 
cooking for one a pleasure  
instead of a chore 

14 ‘I lost 5st and was crowned  
Miss Slinky’
Megan learned that healthier  
really does mean happier

16 Getting summer slimming savvy
Learn how to have an amazing  
holiday, while staying on-plan,  
with these handy tips

9
13

10
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3EXCLUSIVE  

Please complete this voucher and give it to your Slimming World consultant when you join a group. 

REVEAL OFFER – MAY 24-JUNE 6, 2016 (MAY 25-JUNE 7, 2016, in RoI) 
Your name: ..…………………………………………………………………….......................................

Address: ……………………………………………………………………..............................................

……………………………………………………………………………………...........................................

Telephone number: …………………………………………………………….....................................

Email: ……………………………………………………………………………........................................

Date: ……………………………………………………………………………..........................................

To the consultant:  

Your name……………………………………………………………………...........................................

Consultant code:……………………………………………………………………………………...........

Group code:………………………………………………………………………………………….............

Please sign to confirm that the member has joined: 

……………………………………………...............................................................................................
TO THE CONSULTANT: Please return this voucher to Hannah Bowmer,  
c/o PR team, at Slimming World Head Office by July 4, 2016. 

SLIMMING WORLD ONLINE OFFER – SAVE £35!
If you can’t make a Slimming World group or there isn’t one nearby, or if you’d prefer to  
lose weight with web-based support, then Slimming World Online could be the perfect way 
for you to slim. Slimming World Online has all the tools you need to lose weight successfully 
and stay on track, including delicious recipes, motivational tips and inspirational stories 
from other members. 

Save £35/€45 when you join Slimming World Online with this exclusive discount.
Visit slimmingworld.co.uk/reveal before midnight on June 7, 2016 and enter  
voucher code REVEAL2016 to save £35/€45.
Full terms and conditions can be viewed at slimmingworld.co.uk/reveal

JOIN FOR

FREE!
SAVE £10

Free membership of a Slimming World group for all Reveal readers 

Research shows that by joining  
a group, you’re more likely to be 
successful with your weight loss  

in the long term, than if you go it alone.  
So join one of Slimming World’s 14,000 
groups across the UK and Ireland now  
and get slim for summer – and forever! 

You’ll meet other slimmers for guidance 
and motivation, and gain practical advice  
on overcoming challenges. Slimming World 
groups are fun and sociable, with no 

judgement – just positive, friendly support. 
With this offer from Reveal, join your 

nearest Slimming World group before or  
on June 6, 2016 (June 7, 2016, in RoI) and 
enrol for FREE, saving £10/€18, so you pay 
only £4.95/€9 in your first week. (Standard 
first week fee is £14.95/€27 or £10/€18 to 
enrol, plus £4.95/€9 weekly fee). 

To find your nearest group, visit 
slimmingworld.co.uk or call 0344  
897 8000 (or, in RoI, 01 656 9696).

TERMS & CONDITIONS: To be eligible for the offer of free membership, you must present a fully completed voucher at a Slimming World group meeting from May 24-June 6, 
2016 (May 25- June 7, 2016, in RoI) and pay the usual weekly fee of £4.95 (€9 in ROI) at that meeting. Members aged 16 and 17 will pay the reduced weekly fee of £3.95/€7.50 
and senior citizens will pay £4.65/€8.50. Offer is subject to availability and may be withdrawn or amended without notice. Offer is restricted to one voucher per person and may 
not be exchanged for cash or used in conjunction with any other offer. The offer can be used alongside the purchase of a six-week Countdown or a 12-week Countdown. Normal 
Slimming World club rules apply – see membership pack for details. Only original vouchers will be accepted and any person presenting an illegible, defaced or copied voucher 
will not be eligible for this offer. Slimming World has minimum weights that it will accept for members to join or set as their personal target weight. These correspond with the 
lowest range of healthy BMI as set out in the membership guide. Slimming World will not offer membership to anyone who doesn’t have 7lb or more to lose. Offer applies to 
membership of Slimming World groups situated in England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland.
Please consult your doctor before starting any weight-loss plan.
DATA PROTECTION: Details submitted to us on the voucher may be entered on a database and used for the purposes of this and other Slimming World promotions. Slimming 
World will not divulge this information to third parties. By taking advantage of this offer you agree to take part in publicity relating to this promotion. This promotion is run by 
Miles Bramwell Executive Services Limited t/a Slimming World, PO Box 55, Alfreton, Derbyshire, DE55 4UE. Tel: 01773 546039. Email: public.relations@slimmingworld.co.uk
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A s an active young 
woman, I weighed 
around 10st in my 

20s – until I found Mr Right 
and we moved in together.

I was happy and in love 
with my partner, Steve, now 42, 
so I enjoyed cooking us hearty meals.  
My weight then started to pile on.

When I fell pregnant in February 2014,  
I was 10st 10lb. I just ate buttered toast, 
crisps, chocolate and pizza. I put on 3st.

When I gave birth to Florence, I was 13st 
10lb and a size 16 in maternity clothes.

Everyone said I’d naturally lose a stone 
afterwards, but I didn’t. One day in January 
last year, I caught sight of myself in 
underwear. Instead of the toned tummy  
I’d had for years, mine looked like jelly.

So I decided to join Slimming World, 
weighing in at 12st 10lb.

I set my target as 9st 12lb, and in my 
second week I lost 4lb. By August 2015, I’d 
hit my target, and my consultant Jo and the 
other group members said I looked fantastic. 

And I still eat a full English breakfast and 
platefuls of pasta and jacket potatoes!

After having a baby,  
I thought I’d never wear 
a bikini again. But I’ve 
got a better body now 
than I did before.

Last year, I went on 
holiday with Steve and 
our daughter and, for 
the first time in years,  
I donned my size 8 bikini 
and I didn’t give it  
a second thought! 

Slimming World has 
not only given me my 
confidence back, it’s 
given me a new life.

‘I THOUGHT I’D 
NEVER WEAR  
A BIKINI AGAIN’
Alexandra Boanas, 34, a primary 

school teacher from Hull

HEIGHT 
5FT 7IN

 LOST: 
2ST 12LB

‘WE’RE PROUD TO SH
OFF OUR BIKINI BOD

‘ON HOLIDAY,  
I COVERED UP IN 
FLOATY CLOTHES’
Anna Tregear, 38, a care worker  

from Selsey, West Sussex

M y meals had always been quite 
healthy, but I just couldn’t resist 
biscuits and chocolate.

When I married Rick, now 35, in 2010,  
I starved myself to fit into a size 12 dress, 
and weighed 11st 7lb. But afterwards,  

I went back to my old ways.
A few months later, after falling 

pregnant, my weight rocketed. I used 
being a mum-to-be as an excuse to pig out.

By the time Abigail was born in May 2011, 
I weighed around 17st and was a snug size 18.

Six months later, when I was still more 
than 15st, I was forced to ask myself, ‘What’s 
your excuse now?’

On holiday in 2014, I covered up in floaty 
clothes. But when I saw photos of myself on 
the beach, it all became clear. Although  
I was smiling, I was desperately unhappy.

I joined Slimming World in January 2015, 
and felt so welcome. Weighing 15st 2lb, my 
target was to lose 5st. After two weeks, I’d 
already lost 7lb, and I felt amazing.

I realised I could still eat biscuits, 
chocolate or a glass of wine – just in 
moderation. Now, I make Slimming World 
chicken curry, and exercise more.

By July, I’d hit  
my target. My jeans 
are a size 10 and I’m 
happy at 10st 2lb. 
Even better, I feel 
fantastic in a bikini.  
I never imagined  
I’d say that!

Losing weight has 
done wonders for my 
confidence. I used to 
want to blend into the 
background, now I take 
pride in my appearance 
– after all, I’ve worked 
so hard to get here!

Alexandra’s baby weight 
is a thing of the past as she 
flaunts her size 8 bikini



These three women tell us how, since joining Slimming World, 
they’re confident enough to flaunt their fab new figures after 
losing an inspirational 14st between them. Well done, ladies!
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HOW
DIES’

HEIGHT 
5FT 7IN

 LOST: 
5ST

‘I LOVE MY 
STRETCH 
MARKS’
Jodie Rigby-Mee, 31,  

a Slimming World consultant 

from Leamington Spa, Warks

F rom my early teens, my 
weight steadily increased.
At college, I’d start the day 

with a big bowl of cereal followed by 
a mid-morning sausage roll. Lunch 
was a sandwich with crisps followed 
by a chocolate bar – all washed 
down with a fizzy drink.

We’d go out for burgers, and I’d 
drink alcohol three nights a week.

My bad habits meant that, by 
the age of 18, I was a size 20 and 
weighed 16st 7lb.

That summer, in 2003, I went on 
a girls’ holiday. Wearing a bikini was 
my worst nightmare, so I wrapped 
up in a towel or hid behind layers 
and a black cardi.

When I overheard a group of  
lads referring to me as ‘the fat  
one’, it felt like I’d been hit with  
a sledgehammer.

I decided to join Slimming World 
as soon as I got back. In the first 
week I lost 5lb and, for the first time,  
I felt proud of myself.

By the time I was 19, I’d hit my 
target of 10st 10lb, after losing 

nearly 6st in 18 months.
Switching to wholemeal 

bread and healthier fillings 
meant I could still enjoy my 

beloved sandwiches and lose 
weight. It was perfect.

I’ve maintained my target weight 
over the years. Although I put on 3st 
when I was pregnant with Jenson, 
now two, I lost it eight months after 
he was born in July 2013.

Now I’m 10st 5lb, and a size 10. 
What’s more, I love bikini shopping. 

I don’t feel the need to cover  
up any more. 

I’ve even come to love my stretch 
marks – they’re a reminder of how 
far I’ve come…

HEIGHT 
5FT 6IN

 LOST: 
6ST 2LB

Jodie’s learnt to  
eat in moderation

Anna’s proud of 
her new curves
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Designed to fit around your life, whether you’re rushed 
off your feet on a manic Monday, or still want to 
have a treat with the girls when you go out for lunch 

on Saturday – this is the healthy-eating plan for you. 
You’ll never go hungry, you won’t miss out and you  

will lose weight. What’s not to love?

a slimmer you
Seven days to

6

BREAKFAST
Grab and go: Pick up two Alpen Light, 
any variety, bars and pop them in your 
bag with some fruit – like a banana, apple 
and satsuma. The perfect desk-fast!

LUNCH
Chicken and jacket: If you’re out and 
about, order a grilled chicken breast 
with salad and a jacket potato. You  
can easily make this at home, too.   

DINNER 
Nothing beats a big bowl of comforting 
pasta after a long day, and this recipe 
will be on the table in minutes. 
BACON AND  
SPINACH FUSILLI 
Serves 4. Ready in 20 mins

500g dried fusilli or 
other pasta shapes
2 x 200g packs baby 
spinach leaves
Low-calorie cooking 
spray
10 lean bacon rashers, 
visible fat removed, roughly 
chopped
100g lean ham, visible fat 
removed, diced or roughly 
chopped
2 garlic cloves, crushed
2tsp dried sage
1tsp dried red-chilli flakes
Salt and freshly ground  
black pepper
Salad, to serve 

MAXIMISE YOUR SUCCESS
 Trim all visible fat off 

meats and remove skin  
from poultry. Use low-
calorie cooking spray  
(one-calorie per spray or 
less) instead of oil and fats.

 Keep hydrated. Aim  
to drink between six to  

eight glasses of fluid a day. 
Choose water, sugar-free 
drinks, tea and coffee. 
Remember that any  
milk needs to come  
from your allowance. 

 Treat yourself. Enjoy  
the treats listed every day. 

Mondays are hectic enough 
without spending hours planning 

and cooking your food. Here’s 
a fast and easy way to get your 

journey off to the best 
possible start.

 Manic
Monday Cook the pasta according  

to the packet instructions  
then drain and set aside. 

Meanwhile, place the 
spinach in a wide heatproof 
bowl – pour over just enough 
boiling water to cover and 
leave to wilt for 2-3 mins. 
Spray a large non-stick 
saucepan with low-calorie 
cooking spray and place  
over a medium-high heat. 
Stir-fry the bacon for 
4 mins it until it is  
lightly golden. 

Drain the spinach in  
a sieve and squeeze out  
any excess water. 
Roughly chop and add  
to the bacon, along with  
the ham, garlic, sage and  
chilli flakes, and heat  
through for 2 mins. 

Add the pasta to the 
spinach, bacon and ham and 
toss to mix well. Season and 
serve with fresh salad. 

To make this meal into a  
vegetarian one, replace the 

bacon and ham with 
some Quorn bacon 

rashers. Treats
1 x 26g bar Cadbury 

Curly Wurly

1 x 24g bag  
Ryvita Minis, all 

varieties

HOW IT WORKS

1Follow the menu below. 
You can start on any 

day you choose, swap days 
around if there’s a meal you 
really fancy – or repeat days 
if there’s something you 
particularly enjoy! You’ll 
find more healthy food ideas 
at slimmingworld.co.uk or 
when you join your local 
Slimming World group. 

2Foods printed in bold 
are Free Foods, which 

you can eat freely to 
satisfy your appetite with 
no weighing, counting or 
measuring. Base meals 
around Free Foods, like 
veg, pasta, lean meat, fish, 
rice, potatoes, fat-free dairy, 
eggs and more, and if you 
feel hungry between meals 
snack on fresh fruit and  
veg crudités. 

3As well as Free Foods, 
stock your store 

cupboard with fat-free 
salad dressings, artificial 
sweeteners, stock, herbs,  

oil-free passata, tomato 
purée, soy sauce and spices 
which can be used freely  
to flavour meals. 

4To make sure that you’re 
enjoying a fully balanced 

diet, Slimming World 
encourages you to enjoy 
measured amounts of food 
that are high in calcium  
and full of fibre. 

 Choose 350ml skimmed 
or 250ml semi-skimmed 
milk, or 30g of full-fat hard 
cheese or 40g reduced-fat 
hard cheese. 

 And boost your fibre 
intake by enjoying two slices 
of wholemeal bread (from 
a small 400g loaf), a 60g 
wholemeal roll, 35g high-
fibre cereals or cereal bars 
(specified in plan). 

These can be enjoyed  
as part of your meals or on 
their own, just remember  
to stick only to one portion 
of calcium and one portion  
of fibre each day.



BREAKFAST
Muesli munch: Weigh out  
35g Jordans Muesli Natural,  
No Added Sugar, and serve  
with milk from your allowance. 
Top with a sliced banana  
and lots of grapes. 

LUNCH
Chicken salad: Fill your lunch  
box with a delicious salad of 
cooked, sliced chicken breast, 
cooked, dried pasta shapes, 
chopped tomatoes, peppers and 
red onion, grated carrot and 
drained, canned sweetcorn.

DINNER
A salmon fillet is always a treat, 
so have this one to yourself and 
enjoy a little bit of mid-week 
indulgence… 
PEA-CRUSTED SALMON
Serves 1. Ready in 20 mins 

1 large skinless and  
boneless salmon fillet
Salt and freshly 
ground black 
pepper
300g can  
new potatoes 
in water, 
drained  
and halved

50g asparagus tips,  
halved lengthways
50g baby sweetcorn, 
halved lengthways
Large pinch of  

all-purpose seasoning
Low-calorie cooking spray

50g frozen peas
2tsp quark
Lemon wedges, to serve

Preheat the oven to 
200°C/180°C fan/gas 6. 
Season the salmon on 
both sides and place at one 
end of a small roasting tin. 

Toss the potatoes, 
asparagus, sweetcorn 
and all-purpose seasoning 
in a bowl, spray with a 
little low-calorie cooking 
spray and tip into the 
other end of the roasting 
tin. Bake for 12-15 minutes 
or until the salmon is 
cooked through. 

About 6 mins before  
the end of the cooking 
time, cook the peas in  
a saucepan of lightly  
salted boiling water  
over a high heat for  
4-5 mins. 

Drain and tip back into 
the saucepan then stir in 
the quark and mash to a 
coarse purée using a fork. 
Spread the peas over the 

top of the salmon 
and serve hot 

with the 
vegetables  
and a lemon  
wedge to 
squeeze 
over.

Still looking to shed those stubborn few 
pounds before summer? Call off the search! 
Reveal has teamed up with Slimming World 
to bring you this exclusive seven-day meal 
plan – which will see you lose weight at  
a steady 2lb per week.

Nobody wants to give up their 
favourite foods, but with a few 

simple twists you can have  
a delicious ‘fakeaway’ on 

the menu…

Takeaway
Tuesday

BREAKFAST
Overnight oats: The night before, 
weigh out 35g plain porridge oats  
and place into a jar or container. Layer 
a 100g Müllerlight yoghurt (any 
flavour) over the top and finish with lots 
of fresh or defrosted frozen blueberries 
and raspberries. Pop into the fridge 
overnight, and then stir all of the  
layers together in the morning  
when you’re ready to tuck in. 

LUNCH
Pea and mint soup: Pick up a delicious 
Pea & Mint Soup from Slimming World’s 
frozen range, available at Iceland. Finish 
off with a refreshing fresh fruit salad.

DINNER
Fakeaway time! This tasty curry is 
packed full of vegetables and will  
give you that takeaway taste  
without any of the guilt.
LAMB DHANSAK
Serves 4. Ready in 1hr 50 mins

Low-calorie cooking spray
1 onion, finely chopped
1 carrot, peeled and roughly chopped
1 red pepper, deseeded and roughly 
chopped
1 garlic clove, crushed
2cm piece of root ginger, peeled  
and finely grated
1tbsp tandoori curry powder  
or medium curry powder
500g lean lamb leg steaks, visible fat 
removed, cut into bite-sized chunks
250g cherry tomatoes
400g can green lentils
300ml boiling lamb stock

 
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Fresh coriander sprigs, to garnish
Lime wedges, to serve
Basmati rice, to serve 
½tsp turmeric (optional)

Spray a large, deep non-stick 
frying pan with low-calorie 
cooking spray and place over  
a medium heat. Cook the onion, 
carrot and pepper for 10 mins 
then add the garlic, ginger 
and curry powder and cook 
for a further 2 mins, stirring 
continuously. 

Stir in the lamb, tomatoes, 
lentils (including the water in  
the can) and stock. Season to 
taste and bring to the boil. 

Cover, turn the heat down to 
low and cook for 1hr 30 mins or 
until the lamb is tender. Check 
the seasoning, garnish with 
coriander sprigs and serve hot 
with lime wedges and boiled 
basmati rice. 

Turn the basmati rice  
into turmeric 
rice by adding 
½tsp of 
turmeric 
to the 
water 
while  
the 
rice is 
cooking.

Treats
1 x skinny latte made with 
350ml skimmed milk (from 

your allowance)

2 x Sharwoods Ready to Eat 
Poppadoms, Plain

2 x Co-op Mini Onion Bhajis 
(chilled variety)

Sometimes you need a little ‘me’ 
time – Wednesday’s menu is 

especially for those days when 
you’re just cooking  

for one.

 Meals

Wednesdayfor one

Treats
1 x 175ml glass low-alcohol 

(8-10% vol) red, white  
or rosé wine 

1 x Ben & Jerrys Son of a… 
‘Wich, Mini Ice Cream  

Cookie Sandwich

EXCLUSIVE  7
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BREAKFAST 
Pancake stack: The night before, 
measure 35g porridge oats. Mix 
together with half a Müllerlight 
vanilla yoghurt and pop into the 
fridge. The next morning, whisk 
2 eggs into the mixture and add 
sweetener to taste. Spray a pan with 
low-calorie cooking spray and drop 
portions of the mixture into the pan 
to make small pancakes. Fry for 4-5 
mins turning once. Serve in a stack 
topped with fresh berries and the 
rest of your Müllerlight. 

LUNCH
Burger melt: Pick up a couple of 
Slimming World’s Beef Quarter 
Pounders (available at Iceland) 
and serve on top of a hearty salad 
of lettuce, gherkins, tomatoes, 
cucumber and red onion. Top with  
a Kerry Low Low Cheese Slice,  
if you like. 

DINNER
What says Friday more than a big 
bowl of guilt-free mac ‘n’ cheese?
DELUXE MAC ‘N’ CHEESE

Serves 4. Ready in 50 mins 

400g dried macaroni or other  
small pasta shapes
Low-calorie cooking spray
2 leeks, sliced
2 courgettes, sliced
125g mushrooms, sliced
1tbsp finely chopped fresh 
parsley, to garnish
Salad or vegetables, 
to serve 

FOR THE 

SAUCE

2 level tbsp 
cornflour

250ml skimmed milk
150g fat-free natural fromage frais
1tsp mustard powder, mixed with  
2tsp water
Pinch of grated nutmeg
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
40g reduced fat Cheddar-style 
cheese, grated

Preheat the oven to  
180°C/160°C fan/gas 4. Cook 
the pasta according to the 
packet instructions then  
drain well and set aside. 
Meanwhile, spray a large  
non-stick frying pan with  
low-calorie cooking spray  
and place over a low heat. 

Add the leeks, courgettes 
and mushrooms and cook  
for 8-10 mins or until 
softened. While the vegetables 
are cooking, make the sauce. 
Blend the cornflour with a 
little milk and set aside.  
Bring the remaining milk  
to the boil in a saucepan over 
a medium-high heat, then 
stir in the cornflour mixture 
and cook for 1-2 mins or 
until thickened, stirring 
continuously. Remove the pan 
from the heat and beat in the 
fromage frais, mustard and 
nutmeg with a wooden spoon. 

Season to taste and stir  
in most of the cheese. Tip  
the pasta and vegetables into 
an ovenproof dish, mix well 
and pour the sauce over the 

top. Sprinkle over the rest of 
the cheese and bake for 

20-30 mins or until 
crisp and golden. 
Scatter over the 
parsley and serve 
hot with salad 
or your favourite 
vegetables.

Treats
1 x 35ml measure of 

vodka with any diet mixer 

1 x 20g bag Propercorn 
Lightly Sea Salted 

Popcorn

a slimmer you
Seven days to 

Sometimes, all you fancy is a 
bit of nostalgia. These traditional 

meals will take you right back 
to a simpler time – while still 

helping you to lose 
weight!

Throwback

Thursday

BREAKFAST
Egg and soldiers: Soft boil 2 eggs  
to your liking and serve with two 
slices of wholemeal toast (from a 
small 400g loaf) cut into soldiers. 

LUNCH
Ploughman’s lunch: Take slices of 
lean ham, chicken and beef and 
serve on a platter with sliced apple, 
gherkins, pickled onions, 40g cubed 
reduced-fat Cheddar cheese (from 
your dairy allowance) and a selection 
of vegetable crudités. Dip crudités  
in low-fat natural cottage cheese.

DINNER
This British classic will definitely perk 
up your Thursday. If you reminisce 
hard enough, you could almost be  
at the seaside… 
FISH AND 

CHIPS
Serves 4. Ready 
in 35 mins

6 large baking potatoes,  
peeled and cut into chips
Low-calorie cooking spray
4 skinless cod or haddock fillets
Salt and freshly ground black 
pepper
2 eggs, separated
Mushy peas and lemon wedges, 
to serve

Preheat oven to 200°C/180°C 
fan/gas 6. Boil the chips in 
lightly salted boiling water for 
5 mins. Drain well, return to 
the pan and cover. Leave to 
cool slightly then shake the pan 
to roughen the edges a little.

Line a baking tray with 
non-stick baking parchment 

and arrange the chips in 
a layer. Spray with low-

calorie cooking spray 
and bake for 20 mins 
or until golden.

Meanwhile, 
arrange the fish 
fillets on another 

baking tray lined 
with non-stick baking 

parchment. Whisk the 
egg whites in a large bowl 
until they form soft peaks. 
Whisk the yolks in another 
bowl, add a pinch of salt 
and fold into egg whites. 

Spoon the egg mixture 
over the fish and bake for 
12-15 mins or until the 
egg is lightly browned 
and the fish is cooked 
through. Season the fish 
and chips and serve with 
mushy peas and lemon 
wedges to squeeze over.

Treats
1 x 19g bag Pom-Bear 

crisps, Original flavour

1 x 12g Candyland Flump

5 x Werthers Original 
Butter Candy

Get that Friday feeling with these 
fabulous feel-good treats. And 

yes, that even includes  
a drink after work!

 Feel

FridayGood
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BREAKFAST
Big Brekkie: Start the day with a 
hearty full English. Grill lean bacon 
rashers, Slimming World Syn-Free 
Pork Sausages (available at Iceland) 
tomatoes, and mushrooms. Serve 
with eggs fried in a pan sprayed 
with low-calorie cooking spray and 
a hearty helping of baked beans. 

LUNCH
Speedy sandwich: Take 2 slices of 
wholemeal bread (from a small 
400g loaf) and spread with 1 level 
tbsp extra-light mayonnaise. 
Then fill with 40g grated reduced-
fat Cheddar cheese (from your 
allowance), tomato, lettuce and 
cucumber. Follow with a fresh 
fruit salad and a 150g Arla Skyr 
Strawberry Yoghurt.

DINNER
What other way to celebrate the 
end of the week than with a Sunday 
roast? This moreish honey-mustard 
mixture takes beef to a new level.
HONEY-MUSTARD  
ROAST BEEF
Serves 4. Ready in 1 hr 15 mins 

Topside joint of beef, about 1.2kg, 
visible fat removed
1tbsp mustard powder
1 level tbsp runny honey
Salt and freshly ground black 
pepper
A few sprigs of fresh thyme, to 
garnish
300ml boiling beef stock
1 level tbsp gravy granules

FOR THE ROASTED ROOTS
1 swede, peeled and cut into  
thick batons
1 celeriac, peeled and cut  

into thick batons
3 carrots, peeled and cut  
into thick batons
2tsp dried thyme
Low-calorie cooking spray

Preheat oven to 220°C/ 
200°C fan/gas 7. Put the beef 
in a large non-stick roasting 
tin. Mix the mustard with 
the honey and 2tbsp water 
and stir until smooth. 
Spread the mixture over the 
beef and season generously. 

Roast for 20 mins, then 
reduce the oven temperature 
to 190°C/170°C fan/gas 5 and 
roast for a further 30 mins 
for rare, 45 mins for medium 
and 1hr for well done.

Meanwhile, cook the root 
vegetables in lightly salted 
boiling water for 10 mins, 
then drain and spread out 
in a large non-stick roasting 
tin. Season, sprinkle with 
dried thyme, spray with low-
calorie cooking spray and 
roast for about 20-25 mins, 
putting them in the oven 
about 10 mins before the 
beef is cooked so that they 
are ready at the same time.

Remove the beef from the 
oven, scatter over the thyme 
sprigs and cover with foil  
to keep it warm. Leave to 
rest for 10-15 mins. 

Meanwhile, make the 
gravy. Bring the stock to  
the boil in a small pan  
and add the gravy granules. 
Whisk and cook for  
3-4 mins until thickened.  
Carve the beef into thin 

slices, and serve  
with the roasted 
roots and gravy.

BREAKFAST
Scrambled egg: Scrambled egg and 
smoked salmon served with grilled 
tomatoes and field mushrooms.  

LUNCH
Jacket and beans: For a tasty and 
filling lunch cook up a jacket potato 
and top with a hearty portion of 
baked beans. Enjoy with a fresh side 
salad. You could also top with 40g 
reduced-fat Cheddar cheese (from 
your dairy allowance). If you’re out 
and about this is a great one to order 
from pubs, cafes and restaurants too.

DINNER 
Treat yourself to a healthy Saturday 
night noodle feast with this super-
tasty Chinese dish! 
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
Serves 4. Ready in 30 mins

3tbsp light soy sauce
1 level tbsp hot chilli sauce
2tsp rice wine vinegar or white 
wine vinegar
4 garlic cloves, crushed
2cm piece of root ginger, peeled 
and finely grated
1tsp Chinese five-spice powder
3 skinless and boneless chicken 
breasts, thinly sliced
300g dried egg noodles
Low-calorie cooking spray
200g mangetout, cut into  
thin strips
225g can water chestnuts, drained 

and sliced
225g can bamboo shoots, drained
1 red pepper, deseeded and  
thinly sliced
Bunch of spring onions, sliced 
diagonally
1 level tbsp sweet chilli sauce
3tbsp dark soy sauce

Put the light soy sauce, hot 
chilli sauce, vinegar, garlic, 
ginger and five-spice powder 
in a large bowl and mix them 
all together. Add the chicken 
and stir to coat well in the 
dressing. Leave to marinate 
for 10 mins.

Meanwhile, cook noodles 
according to the packet 
instructions and drain well.

Spray a large non-stick wok 
or frying pan with low-calorie 
cooking spray and place over 
a high heat. Add the chicken 
mixture and stir-fry for 4-5 
mins or until the chicken is 
lightly browned.

Add all the vegetables and 
stir-fry for a further 5 mins. 
Add the cooked noodles, 
sweet chilli sauce and dark 
soy sauce and cook for 4 mins 
or until piping hot.

You’ve made it to the end of the 
week! You’ll have enjoyed some 
delicious foods along the way – 

and it won’t stop here – it’s 
time for Spoil Yourself 

Sunday.

Spoil

Sundayyourself

Treats
1 x175ml glass low-

alcohol (8-10% vol) red, 
white or rose wine 

1 x19.5g bag  
Maltesers

It wouldn’t be Saturday without 
 a shopping trip with the girls. Don’t 

worry though, you can still stay on 
track when you’re out and about, 

just make a couple of 
simple swaps.

Shopping

spree
Saturday

Treats
1 x Starbucks Iced Coffee 

(any size)

1 x Starbucks ginger 
biscuit

1 x 330ml bottle  
Coors Light Beer



For as long as she can remember, 
India Faulkner-Wiley, 34, was an 
emotional eater whose weight 

reflected her life’s ups and 
downs. Now, all that has changed 

and she’s found a long-term 
healthy lifestyle she loves… 
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‘I’M FINA
YO-Y

Motherhood 
didn’t help 
India’s waistline
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T      
he first time I remember my 
weight bothering me was when 
I got a place at a performing 
arts school, aged 16. 

While I’d always been ‘the chubby 
one’ in my group of friends, it didn’t 
really bother me until I found myself 
surrounded by all these super-fit 
dancers and performers. My 
confidence took a nosedive. 

I became obsessed with counting 
calories and burning them off in 
long gym sessions. I’d make excuses 
not to eat lunch. Some days, I’d 
survive on just a slice of toast, an 
apple and a yoghurt. I didn’t weigh 
myself, but went from wearing an 
adult size 16 to buying kids’ clothes 
from Gap.

There was no way I could stick to 
such a strict diet regime long-term.

When I started university in 1999,  
I threw myself into student life.  
Over time, the weight piled back on. 

After graduating, I went into 
teaching, and settled into a routine 
based around Indian takeaways, 
ready meals and bottles of wine. 
Every now and then I’d try different 
diets – Atkins, zero carbs, a juice  
diet – you name it, I tried it – but 
none of them made any difference  
in the long run.

Aged 23, I got married and, a year 
later, I was thrilled to find out I was 
having a baby. During my pregnancy, 
I’d eat whatever I fancied, from a 
sandwich on-the-go to McDonald’s 
drive-thru on the way home.

By the time my daughter Jazmine 
was born in September 2006, I’d put 
on 4st. That meant I weighed 14st 6lb 
and was a size 16. I told myself it  
was normal and that it would all 
come off eventually… all the while 
tucking into convenient high-fat, 
high-sugar snacks. 

I was clearly an emotional eater, 
too. Between my wedding day in 

LLY FREE FROM
YO EATING’

2004 and divorce in 2010, I went up 
four dress sizes. After the divorce 
came the heartbreak diet, when  
I lost weight simply because I’d  
lost my appetite. 

A few months later, I met my new 
partner, Grahame. We’d go out for 
dinner several times a week, and 
loved taking all-inclusive, all-you-
can-eat holidays. It was hardly 
surprising that, when I became 
pregnant again in summer 
2013, history repeated itself 
and the weight piled back on.

Nine months later, my 
second daughter, Saffron, 
was born. She was a 
couple of months old 
when her big sister 
Jazmine pointed 
at my tummy 
one day.

‘Are you 
having another 
baby, Mummy?’ 
she asked.  

That was the 
moment I knew 
something had to change 
– for me, for my family, 
and for my health. I was 
still in size-16 maternity 
clothes, and knew that  
I couldn’t use being a 
busy working mum  
as a reason for not  
losing weight.

Days later, I joined my local 
Slimming World group in 
Morecambe, Lancashire, after 
speaking to a friend who’d had 
success with them. 

On my first day, in August 
2014, I weighed 11st 8lb. At 5ft 
2in my BMI was 29.8, which 
meant I was 
classed as 
overweight.

I soon learnt 

it wasn’t so much what I was eating, 
more how I was cooking it. 
Everything had been out of packets 
and jars before. Soon, a chicken 
curry, a Jamaican jerk hot pepper 
pot and a Moroccan tagine were my 
favourite Slimming World recipes. 

I lost 4lb in the first week… and 
never looked back! 

Ten months on, I’d lost 3st 3lb,  
and have maintained it ever since.

Now, I make everything fresh,  
and always prepare more so I can 
have leftovers another day. I didn’t 
need to deprive myself; I just had  
to find a healthy balance. 

Until recently, I travelled 80 miles 
a day for my job as a special-needs 

teacher – and I still managed to 
eat well and never feel hungry. 

Rather than going to the gym, 
I’ve built exercise into my 
day. I walk instead of 
driving, and I use a Fitbit  
to count my steps.

I have so much more 
energy and I’m very 

rarely ill. I enjoy 
clothes shopping 

a lot more, too.  
I used to buy 
lots of cover-
ups but, after 

dropping four 
dress sizes, I’m  

now a size 6-8. I love 
the fact that I can choose 
fashionable clothes 
straight off the rails. 

I’m very proud of the 
shape I’m in and, as a 
teacher and a mum,  

I feel passionate about 
being a positive role model.  

So passionate, in fact, that  
I’ve become a Slimming World 
consultant myself, running one 
of my groups at the same 
university where I trained to  
be a teacher a few years ago. 

I get a huge sense of 
gratification from seeing people 

get results while juggling working, 
studying or family life, just like  
I did! After being a yo-yo dieter  
for most of my life, I finally feel 
truly happy in the skin that I’m in. W
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She’s convinced 
that she’s now 
lean for life



All yours
Put the joy back into meals for one with our single-serving recipes

Slimming World’s Meals 
for One is available to 
buy in all Slimming 
World groups in the 
UK and Ireland, priced 
at £4.95/€7.95. To 
discover more recipe 
inspiration, or to find 
your nearest group, visit 
slimmingworld.co.uk or 
call 0344 897 8000. 
Photos: Slimming 
World/Lara Holmes 

INGREDIENTS
1 portion BBQ chicken  
(see above), defrosted thoroughly
1tsp extra-light mayonnaise
2tsp fat-free natural fromage frais
60g wholemeal roll, halved and toasted 
Lettuce, sliced tomato and sliced red onion
For the fries
250g floury potatoes, peeled and cut into thin fries
Low-calorie cooking spray
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Preheat the oven to 200°C/fan 180°C/gas 6. 
Cook the fries in a saucepan of lightly-

salted boiling water for 1-2 mins, then  
drain and spread out on a baking tray  
lined with baking paper. 

Spray with low-calorie cooking spray and 
cook in the oven for 12-15 mins or  
until lightly golden. Season with salt. 

Shred the chicken with two forks and 
reheat in the microwave on high for 1½ mins. 

Mix the mayonnaise and fromage frais, 
season to taste and spread on to the roll. 

Fill the roll with the lettuce, tomato,  
onion and shredded chicken. 

Skewer with a cocktail stick, if necessary, 
and serve with the fries and extra salad.

BBQ CHICKEN
These chicken thighs will have you licking  

your fingers and coming back for more. 

Serves 4 (freeze 3 portions). Ready in 40 mins

12

BBQ PULLED CHICKEN 
BUN WITH FRIES 

Serves 1. Ready in 20 mins

INGREDIENTS
2tbsp rice vinegar
1tbsp dark soy sauce
1tbsp Worcestershire sauce
1tbsp runny honey
2tbsp passata
1 garlic clove, crushed
½tsp freshly ground black pepper
½tsp celery salt
½tsp ground coriander
½tsp chilli powder

3tsp barbecue seasoning
8 skinless and boneless chicken thighs

Preheat the oven to 
200°C/180°C fan/gas 6. 

First make the marinade. 
Put the vinegar, soy sauce, 
Worcestershire sauce, honey, 
passata, garlic, pepper, celery 
salt, ground coriander, chilli 
powder and 1tsp of barbecue 

seasoning in a bowl, and mix. 
Make a few cuts in each 

chicken thigh then toss them  
in the marinade. Tip into a 
non-stick roasting tin with the 
remaining barbecue seasoning. 

Cook in the oven for 25-30 
mins, basting with the juices 
occasionally. See below for a 
serving suggestion. This also 
makes a great topping for a 
jacket potato, or serve with  
salad leaves, tomatoes, 
cucumber and red onion.

Allow the rest of the chicken 
to cool completely then freeze 
for up to one month. Defrost 
thoroughly before reheating.



INGREDIENTS
100g dried pasta shapes
2 baby leeks, trimmed  
and shredded
A few cabbage leaves, 
shredded
5tbsp quark
1tsp dried Italian herbs
5 cherry tomatoes, halved
1tbsp grated reduced-fat 
mature Cheddar

Cook the pasta 
according to the  
packet instructions, 
adding the leeks and 
cabbage 3 mins before 
the end of the cooking 

time. Drain well. 
Meanwhile, preheat 

the grill to high. Add 
the quark, herbs and 
tomatoes to the pasta, 
leek and cabbage. Mix 
together well and tip 
everything into an 
ovenproof dish that  
will fit under your grill. 

Sprinkle over the 
cheese and grill for 2-3 
mins or until golden. 
You can use other green 
vegetables like spinach, 
kale or spring onions 
instead of leek and 
cabbage, if you prefer.

QUICK-FIX CHEESY  
PASTA BAKE

When you have a bag of pasta in your 

cupboard, you always have a meal – and  

a little bit of Cheddar goes a long way in  

this super-speedy twist on mac ’n’ cheese.

Serves 1. Ready in 15 mins

ICED PEACH MELBA WITH 
SLIMMING WORLD ICE CREAM

This light and refreshing dessert was made to be enjoyed on  

a hot summer’s day – and this Slimming World ice cream is  

a fabulous treat to have in your freezer all year round.

Serves 1 (ice cream serves 4). Ready in 20 mins, plus freezing time

13
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INGREDIENTS
½ ripe peach
75g frozen raspberries
1tsp sweetener
Splash of fresh lime juice
A few fresh mint leaves,  
plus a sprig to decorate
For the Slimming World ice cream
2 x 175g pots fat-free vanilla 
yoghurt (such as Müller Light)
500g fat-free natural fromage frais
8tbsp sweetener (or to taste)
1tsp vanilla extract

First make the ice cream. 
Mix the yoghurts and  
fromage frais in a large  
bowl until well combined. 

Stir in the sweetener and 
vanilla extract, pour into a 
freezer-proof container and 
freeze until solid. 

Spoon into a food processor 

and whizz to a thick frozen 
slushy purée, then return 
to the container and freeze 
again until solid. Repeat this 
process two more times. 

Cut the peach into wedges, 
discarding the stone. Rinse 
half the raspberries in a little 
cold water, toss them with the 
peach wedges and spoon into 
a sundae glass. 

Put the remaining frozen 
raspberries into a small food 
processor with the sweetener, 
lime juice and mint and whizz 
to a thick purée. 

Working quickly and using 
two dessert spoons, mould the 
frozen raspberry mixture into 
a ball and add to the sundae 
glass. Add a scoop of ice 
cream, decorate with a mint 
sprig and serve straight away.

EXCLUSIVE  



At her heaviest, Megan McGee, 25, weighed 
over 17st and was deeply unhappy. But she 
joined Slimming World and her life changed

A t 5ft 9in, I’ve always been  
a tall girl. Growing up,  
I was bigger-boned and 
larger than my friends,  

but I was never an unhealthy weight.
Then, when I turned 19 and got 

into a new relationship, my lifestyle 
changed. It wasn’t that I ate loads,  
I was just eating all the wrong things 
and at the wrong times.

At the same time, I became very 
comfortable in my relationship and 
didn’t go out with friends as much. 

Soon, I’d put on so much weight 
that I felt embarrassed to go for a 

run. It was so painful that I’d end up 
breathless and with shin splints.

Aged 22, I began training as a 
nurse. It was a high-pressure job  
and I had unusual shift patterns, so  
I skipped a lot of meals. 

I’d often eat very little during the 
day, then turn to takeaways, crisps 
and chocolate when I got home.

Unsurprisingly, in those three 
years, I’d gained 5st and weighed 
more than 17st.

I’d tried joining another slimming 
group, but found that having to 
count everything I ate took all the joy  

14

out of eating. I didn’t stick at it  
for very long.

In September 2013, something 
clicked in my head and I decided to 
change. By then, I’d reached a real 
low point in my life. Not only had  
I lost my sense of hope, I’d also lost 
sight of my happiness entirely.

I’d cry when I caught sight of my 
reflection in the mirror, because  
I hated the way I looked so much. 

One night, getting ready to go out 
with friends, I worked myself up 
so much that I broke down. In that 
moment, I realised that if I spent  
the same amount of energy that  
I did hating myself on something 
positive instead, my life would be 
completely different. I knew I had  
to take back control of my life. 

Some of my family members 
and friends had lost weight with 

‘I LOST 5ST AND
WAS CROWNED

MISS SLINKY’

Pretty Megan 
‘lost sight of  
happiness’

She was a size 
22, weighing 
more than 16st

Behind the 
smile, Megan 
was miserable
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Slimming World, so I decided to join 
my local group in Surrey.

On my first weigh-in, I was 16st 13lb, 
so I set myself a target of losing 5st.

Learning how to cook without 
butter and oil was the first step.  
I started using low-calorie sprays, 
and made other healthy swaps, like 
wholemeal bread instead of white. 

The best thing was, I could  
still eat crisps and chocolate in 
moderation. For the first time  
in years, I felt in control.

Soon, I was making Slimming 
World versions of my favourite 
meals, like their ‘lean mean chilli 
con carne’. It was unbelieveable  
how much I could eat on the plan!

Within four months, I’d lost 3st. 
Once I started to slim down, I took 
up exercise again. I joined a gym, got 
a personal trainer and began cycling.

By June 2015, I’d hit my 5st target. 
The following December, I found 
out my group had nominated me 
as ‘Miss Slinky’. They voted me the 
member whose confidence was 
most improved and said I was an 
inspiration. It was an honour.

I was even more humbled when  
I won the national Miss Slinky 2016 
award in January this year. When my 
consultant and I found out, we both 
burst into tears. 

When I joined Slimming World 
I never imagined my achievements 
would be recognised or that I’d win 
anything. Now, I really want to show  
other people they can do it, too.

My life has totally changed. I’ve 
lost 5st 5lb and dropped six dress 
sizes. I’m now a healthy size 10-12 
and weigh 11st 8lb. 

But it’s not just the physical 
transformation – the psychological 
changes have really impacted on me, 
too. Although I love my figure and 
healthy lifestyle, it’s my new, positive 
outlook that’s been most beneficial.

For the first time in years, I value 
my life. I’ve gone from sitting on the 
bus, taking up two seats and feeling 
like an inconvenient nuisance, to 
giving others hope. 

Better still, I’ve finally qualified 
as a nurse, and now I can set a good 
example to my patients. Healthier 
really does mean happier, after all. 

Paisley Gilmour

Slinky and 
super confident 
– Megan today

She knew it was 
time to take back 
control of her diet
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DON’T GIVE UP
While you might feel it’s a foregone 
conclusion that you’ll return from your 
holiday heavier than when you left, it’s 
totally possible to stay on track while 
away. By making smart food choices 
wherever you can and staying active 
(don’t forget to pack your swimsuit and 
trainers!), you might even find you return 
home feeling lighter and brighter. Getting 
advice from other slimmers about 
how they handle holidays at your 
local Slimming World group 
before you go is a great idea, too. 
After all, a problem shared…

SMART SELF-CATERING
Self-catering breaks 
are great if you’re 
determined to stay 
on track while away. 
Cook up all your 
usual favourites – 
pasta dishes, salads 
or barbecues on the 
balcony – safe in 
the knowledge 
they’ve been 
prepared 
healthily. 

BUFFET 
BOFFIN
Filling up on fresh 
fruit and fat-free 
yoghurt at the 
hotel breakfast 
buffet will keep 
you satisfied all 
morning, while 
piling your plate high 
with grilled meats, fresh 
fish and colourful veg at lunchtime 
means you can have a tasty 
evening meal without the guilt.

Summer is the season for having fun, chilling out and 
looking forward to some well-deserved time off
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Get summer
slimming savvy PACK WISELY

Consider popping some slimming 
lifesavers in your suitcase. Low- 
calorie cooking spray, sugar-free 
squash, sweetener and fat-free salad 
dressings will all come in handy. 

THINK AHEAD
If you’re planning to eat out in the 
evening, make sure you have a healthy 
and filling breakfast and lunch so you 
can treat yourself at dinner – you are 
on holiday, remember! 

GIVE YOURSELF A BREAK
Even with the best of intentions, 
holidays can throw you some curve 
balls when it comes to your weight 
loss – whether it’s the temptation  
of a high-calorie cocktail while 
watching the sun go down, or you 
go out on a day trip and don’t have 
control over your lunchtime meal. 
If you do lapse, don’t beat yourself 
up about it or give up altogether. 

Just draw a line under it and get 
straight back to healthy eating 
as soon as you can.

AL FRESCO ACTIVITY
No one wants to be cooped up 
indoors when the weather’s 

great, and getting moving 
while soaking up the sun 
can really boost your 

weight loss. From 
swimming in the pool 
and taking al fresco 
fitness classes to 
heading out for  
a walk or hiring 
bikes to explore 
your destination, 
you’ll get fit and  
have fun. What’s  
not to love? 

CHEERS! 
Holiday tipples don’t 

have to be off the 
menu. Make your 
drinks go further by 
adding diet mixers, or 

alternate boozy drinks 
with glasses of water –  

all the more important  
in hot weather, when it’s all too easy 
to get dehydrated.

T he last thing you want on holiday is slimming 
stress. These top tips will help you enjoy the 
carefree, fun-filled getaway you deserve.


